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Abstract--This work presents (1) a mathematical model of classical counterpoint, based on distinguished 
symmetries between consonant and dissonant musical intervals and derived local symmetries, together 
with (2) an investigation of the electrical activity (depth EEG) of the human brain i  relation with 
consonant and dissonant musical stimuli. Presenting a musical test program to 13 patients with electrodes 
implanted within different brain areas [hippocampal formations of both sides, planum temporale (n ar 
Heschl's gyms) and/or placed epicortically at mediobasal limbic structures], we found that the reaction 
of depth EEG corresponds in a precise and quantified way to the postulates of mathematical counterpoint 
theory. The main results are: (1) The EEG of the hippocampus reflects the consonance-dissonance 
dichotomy for simultaneous intervals in a predominant way. (2) Within the right Heschl's gyrus, the EEG 
response to the distinguished symmetry between consonances and dissonances is significant. (3) The EEG 
of right hemispheric lo ations dominate the processing of music related to Gestalt perception in space-time 
(pitch/onset-time), in particular of successive intervals. (4) The geometrically distinguished pair of 
dichotomies (the consonance--dissonance dichotomy and dichotomy of proper tonal intervals from the 
major tonic) is reflected within the spectral density data of the classical 0-, ct-, and p-frequency bands. 
These findings may help to understand the relation between music and emotion. 
1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
There are but a few problems in musicology, on which there is so little consensus and so much 
dissension, as with the dichotomic concept of consonances and dissonances. Seemingly, the subject 
touches a fundamental function of music: to fulfill the human eed for harmony, accord and peace 
within a balanced alternation to tension, aggression and movement. 
On the other hand, history of music and musicology shows that the phenomenon fconsonances 
and dissonances has always been an object of purely formal and even mathematical investigations. 
In modern times, it has been the famous entence of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, that listening to 
and understanding of music must be a secret calculation of our soul [1], which gave rise to a new 
and never ceasing belief that there must be a formal and quantitative access to the emotionally 
crucial category of consonances and dissonances. 
Our present work follows this tradition in its broadest sense. After a detailed study of the 
symmetries within musical interval structures (Sections 2 and 3), we discuss a mathematical model 
of classical counterpoint, following the medieval tradition in its final development with Giovanni 
da Palestrina, as described by Johann Joseph Fux in his Gradus ad Parnassum [2] (Sections 4 and 
5). The crucial statement of this theory is a deduction of the rule of forbidden parallels of fifths 
from a distinguished symmetry between the set of consonant intervals and the set of dissonant 
intervals. It will be seen that essentially, there are but two partitions of the set of intervals, 
distinguished by a particular symmetry, he second one being defined by the collection of proper 
intervals from the tonic, within the major tonality. 
This model has been tested not only from the musicological point of view (Section 5), but also 
in the context of neurophysiological riteria, as they are traditionally developed from the fact of 
the electrical activity of the human brain, measured by the electroencephalogram (EEG), on the 
human scalp and--using recent developments--from intracranial depth electrodes. 
To a large extent, the theoretical basement of the mathematical model of counterpoint seems 
to be confirmed (or, at least, not contradicted) on the level of electrophysiological responses of 
humans. We could observe strong arguments for a sophisticated processing of consonant and 
dissonant intervals within the left hemispherical limbic system, in particular the hippocampal 
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formation, where a dominant link between emotional and memory functions has been postulated 
since the investigations of Papez [3] and MacLean [4, 5]. 
However, before a closer discussion of these neurophysiological methods can be undertaken, it 
is indispensable to recapitulate the complex problem of consonances and dissonances. Un- 
fortunately, no history of the phenomenon has been written to date, but the subject appears in 
major treatises on the fundaments of music and its perception. Let us just mention some of the 
most influential ones: Fux [2], Euler [6], Stumpf [7], von Helmholtz [8]. An excellent modern treatise 
from the physical and physiological point of view is by Roederer [9], the psychological perspective 
of the problem is brilliantly exposed by de la Motte-Haber [10]. 
As quite generally, musical reality is composed of three levels: the symbolic, the physiological 
and the psychological one, the consonance-dissonance problem, too, is split into these perspectives, 
and historically, the most prominent theories of recent imes are symbolic (Euler), physiological 
(von Helmholtz) and psychological (Stumpf). Let us briefly expose these approaches in order to 
make the problem more comprehensible. 
As a mathematician, Leonhard Euler was interested in number theory. It is not astonishing that 
he picked up the Pythagorean theory, which starts from small prime numbers p = 2, 3, 5, 7, in order 
to describe the intervals as being frequency-quotients of small products of the first primes: 
octave = 2: 1, fifth = 3:2, major third = 5:4, fourth = 4:3, etc. Observe that Euler's symbolic view 
perfectly matches with the Pythagorean metaphysical foundation of music by the mysterious 
tetractys-triangle 1 : 2: 3:4 [11]. 
Euler's classification of intervals uses a number theoretical function, the "gradus uavitatis" [6]. 
For a natural number a, consider its prime decomposition a = p~. . .  p~n as a product of powers 
of different primes p, . . . . .  Pn. Setting 
F (a) ='1 + ~ ek (Pk -- 1), 
k=l  
Euler defines F(a/b)= F(a .b) for a frequency quotient a/b, where a and b are relatively prime 
natural numbers. Hence the fifth 3/2 has F(3/2)=F(6)=4 and the tritonus 45/32 yields 
F(45/32) = F(1440) = 14. In fact, F should be termed "gradus dissuavitatis" because the classical 
consonances, uch as octave or fifth, have small F-values, whereas the tritonus and other 
dissonances have larger F-values. In order to get a picture for the "degree of pleasantness" defined 
by F, consider Fig. 1, where we took the value IO/F vs the intervals of the classical chromatic scale 
for just 2-3-5 tuning [12]. 
Observe that we do not recover any limit value for the transition from consonances to 
dissonances; in fact, Euler doesn't use the term of dissonant intervals. The gradus function only 
yields a partial ordering among the intervals. 
Nonetheless, note that F is a formally reasonable affine function in the exponents el. . . . .  en since 
it may be compared with the linear pitch function 
~ ek Iog(pk), 
k=l  
from the mathematical point of view. 
Comparing this symbolic classification of intervals with a psychological result shows a rather 
dramatic discrepancy between the two methods. We are referring to the famous work of Plomp 
and Levelt [13]. 
These authors offered pairs of sine-shaped (simultaneous) tones to musically non-trained persons 
to judge the psychological, verbally expressed degree of pleasantness of the different intervals. The 
choice of non-trained individuals was essential as the investigation was designed to avoid 
educational side-effects like r cognition of the tritonus as being "diabolus in musica", whence a 
cultural and not a non-codified emotional response would have resulted. The experimental degree 
of pleasantness i  shown in Fig. 2. 
It is in conflict with Euler's curve (Fig. 1), in particular on the level of the tritonus. However, 
the conflict is only apparent, because the symbolic meaning needn't coincide with the psychological 
one. To be precise, the F-function primarily relates to frequency quotients which best can be 
realized within the physical production of sound. But the psychological valuation relates to a 
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Fig. 1. This curve shows the classification of the intervals within an octave, as described by Euler [6]. To 
make evident the degree of pl asantness of an interval out of the just chromatic scale, we draw the values 
of IO/F assigned to the intervals, the factor 10 being a sealing number. Euler's F-function does not indicate 
any clear separation between consonances a d dissonances, it purely induces a partial ordering among 
the twelve intervals. 
complicated transformational process from sensorial perception to cognitive categories and finally 
ends with the motoric response in the verbal judgement. This multifold transformation has to be 
taken into account while comparing the symbolic with the psychological level of  reality. 
A third alternative in between the two precedent ones is proposed by the physiological approach 
of  von Helmholtz [8]. It is a rather elaborate theory and has often been misunderstood. Helmholtz 
does not stick to the frequency or pitch of  a tone, but considers its harmonics within the Fourier 
spectrum too. Hence, if the two tones of  an interval have the respective frequenciesf~ and f2, their 
sine-shaped harmonics will have frequencies 2ft, 3f] . . . . .  nft . . . .  and 2f2, 3f~ . . . . .  mf2 . . . . .  
respectively. Following Helmholtz, the perception of  dissonances i due to the presence of beats 
of  nearby harmonics of  the two tones which, for some mysterious reason, our ear (or better: what 
the brain makes out of  the sensorial information from the ear) doesn't seem to like. Recall 
that the beat effect between two sine-waves sin(~) and sin(~) results from the form 
m ~ i00 
~.5 
.~ • 80 
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o ~: 40  
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Fig. 2. The work of Plomp and Levelt [13] revealed a valuation of intervals of simultaneous sine-tones 
which differs from the quantities obtained by symbolic calculus like Euler's F-function. 
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Fig. 3. For the linear superposition f two sine-waves with slightly different frequencies, beats appear as 
amplitude modulations. Following Helmholtz, the beats centred around 33 Hzamong the harmonics of
complex sounds are responsible for the sensation ofdissonances. 
sin(~) + sin(fl)= 2sin(½(~ + fl))cos(½(ct- fl)) of their linear superposition. This means that this 
latter will be a sine-wave with an amplitude modulation given by cos(½(~t - fl)). The shape of such 
a superposition of nearby sine-waves i  shown in Fig. 3. Helmholtz considered beat frequencies 
centred around 33Hz as being responsible for dissonance perception. His calculations of 
dissonance degrees for violin yield the descending chain: octave, fifth, fourth, major sixth, major 
third, natural seventh (7/4), minor third/minor sixth--a rather good coincidence with Euler's 
values. For a more detailed discussion, we refer to Ref. [14]. Notice however, that Helmholtz's 
calculus is strongly dependent on the sound colour of the two tones of the interval, which is heard. 
Furthermore, the beats physically disappear if the lower tone is presented to one ear and the upper 
tone is presented to the other ear separately (binaural listening). Nonetheless, the binaural 
experiments of Husmann [15] showed that consonances were also distinguished from dissonances 
as "points of light out of a muddy experience". 
At this point, one would need to have precise knowledge on the physiological processing of 
sound-stimuli within the neuronal net. We shall shortly come back to this question. But still, 
Helmholtz's calculus is in contradiction to Plomp's and Levelt's findings. And there are 
fundamental postulates of musicology and music psychology putting into question Helmholtz's 
physiological perspective. In fact, Stumpf [7], as well as Albersheim [16] have pointed out that 
consonances and dissonances are cognitive ntities howing a mutually polar position, a dichotomy 
of musical qualities [16, pp. 121,261]. However, neither Euler's F-function nor Helmholtz's 
beat-calculus provide any qualitative criteria to distinguish between two classes of intervals. As 
it seems, the consonance--dissonance di hotomy is far from being a purely physiological 
phenomenon, it primarily resides on highly abstract, culturally codified characteristics. 
Our discussion shows that the consonance-dissonance problem is mainly one of the interaction 
of three levels of musical reality: symbolic, physiological and psychological. From this point of 
view, the discrepancies in the different heories are only apparent contradictions, ince one would 
have to know the transformations of information when changing the level of reality. The main 
difficulty to resolve these conflicts tems from the fact that one talks about the fifth, the major third 
and by doing so, one pretends to have one identical object to deal with, though we have a triply 
split phenomenology, i.e. three levels of reality. 
To facilitate understanding of the following it seems necessary to give a synopsis of the complex 
way of sound from the moment it reaches the ear to the final processing within the auditory cortex. 
We refer to Figs 4-10 and to the respective legends for details. Here, we would simply stick to 
the main steps. 
In outline, sound waves which reach the air column in the external acoustic meatus cause a 
comparable set of vibrations in the tympanic membrane, and thus in the chain of auditory ossicles. 
Similar vibrations occur at the foot plate of the stapes, but here the force per unit area of the 
oscillating surface is increased some twenty-fold. These are ffective in overcoming the inertia of 
the perilymph thus producing pressure waves within it, which are conducted almost instantaneously 
to all parts of the basilar membrane (Figs 4 and 5). This pressure wave gives a configuration of 
resonance on the basilar membrane, Fig. 6. This configuration corresponds to an approximated 
Fourier decomposition of the complex sound in the sense that higher harmonics may interfere with 
each other and hence limit he analytical capacity to the first six or seven harmonics. The 
configuration is then transformed into electrical impulses from approx. 15,000 hair cells on the 
organ of Corti which is situated on the basilar membrane, Figs 7 and 8. 
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Fig. 4. When a sound wave arrives at the external ear [auricle (1); external acoustic meatus (2)] it arrives 
at the tympanic membrane (18). The latter transfers its deformations to the auditory ossicles of the 
middle ear (3, 5): the malleus, the incus and the stapes. The excitation then reaches the cochlea (inferior 
part of 10) [17]. 
It is, however, not known, in which way the information of  the resonance configuration is 
processed to give a precise perception of  pitch. This is above all due to the extremely complicated 
nervous path from the cochlea to the primary auditory cortex (Heschl's gyri) in the temporal lobe. 
We should stress that the pathway drawn in Fig. 9 is a strong simplification and that, in particular, 
there are different ipsilateral connections from the cochlea to the auditory cortex as well as some 
connections back to the cochlea. 
The auditory system has at least five "relay stations" (see Fig. 9). This makes clear that by no 
means the approximated Fourier decomposition at the periphery can be transferred to he auditory 
cortex. For example, Fig. 10 shows that even the most elementary tonotopy on the auditory cortex 
is a multiple one. 
The Fourier decomposit ion as it seems to work at the cochlear level, would be a reasonable 
foundation of  Helmholtz's approach. However, it raises more problems than it tends to solve. One 
of  the most elementary and still unsolved problems rises from the task to find a pitch from the 
frequencies of  the given harmonics. To show how sophisticated a quantitative modelling of  a central 
pitch processor may look, we just sketch the "template fitting process" proposed by Goldstein [20]. 
For  a theoretical approach to pitch recognition using the analysis n the time domain, and being in 
Fig. 5. Two views of the cochlea with i s 2.5 windings of the 30 mm canalis spiralis cochleae (8-10) which 
is filled with lymph. The canal is divided into the scala vestibuli (9), the scala tympani (10) and the ductus 
cochlearis (8). Within the ductus cochlearis the spiral organ of Corti is situated on the basilar membrane 
(see Fig. 7). This organ generates the neuronal impulses which are sent to the cortex by the cochlear 
nerve (3, 4, left) [17]. 
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Fig. 6. The basilar membrane varies continuously in its width, mass and stiffness from the basal to the 
apical end of the cochlea. When exposed to a periodic oscillating pressure wave in the neighbouring peri- 
lymph, its behaviour varies with the spectrum of the oscillations. Here, the resonance tracts on the basilar 
membrane, which correspond to the spectral components, are shown. This "cochlear Fourier decompo- 
sition" may be seen as physiological correlate to Helmholtz's theory of consonances and dissonances. 
contrast to the theories of Goldstein and Terhardt [21], we refer to Langner's report on the auditory 
system of the Guinea Fowl [22]. Goldstein's model is an important example for mathematical 
considerations concerning music perception, since our model of counterpoint will involve some 
elementary symmetry-considerations, which should be compared with the following calculation. 
The hypothesis of Goldstein is as follows. Suppose for simplicity, that two sine-waves with 
frequencies fa, f~ are given; they may be represented as resonance loci of a sound on the basilar 
membrane. Then we are looking for a basic frequency f and a natural number n, such that f~ is 
as near as possible to the nth partial nfo f fandfb  is as near as possible to the (n + 1)st partial 
(n + 1)f o f f .  In other words, we try to minimize the error-value 
~/((nf  - f~)/nf ) 2 + ((n + 1)/'--f~)/((n + 1)f) 2. (1) 
This model fits rather well with experiments of Smoorenburg [23]. However, it resides on the 
complicated condition (1), which amounts to solve an extremal problem by vanishing of the partial 
derivative of condition (1) along the variable f, and then looking for an optimal n . . . .  Furthermore, 
the special choice of n, n + 1 out of the general case n, m of relatively prime numbers is not justified. 
Presently, it is not evident, how such a problem of differential calculus should be solved by the 
"secrete calculations of the soul" in the sense of Leibniz. 
Concluding, this means that the different heories on consonances and dissonances still have to 
L~ZilII," ~' . i "  ~,, v'. 
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Fig. 7. The spiral organ of Corti (3) sits on the basilar membrane (1). It consists of roughly 15,00t) hair 
cells (18) ordered in three to five rows along the ductus cochlearis [171. 
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Fig. 8. (Scanning electron micrograph by R. A. Jacobs, California Institute of Technology of inner ear 
of bullfrog.) Each hair cell bears 30-50 hairs, the stereocilia nd one sensible kinocilium. The hairs touch 
the tectorial membrane (see 28 in Fig. 7) and react to positional change of 3 ° which corresponds to the 
atomic diameter of 10 -s cm. The reaction time of a hair cell is some tens of #s, and a voltage change of 
+8-10 mV is produced. For details, see Hudspeth and Corey [18]. 
stay fairly uncorrelated toeach other as soon as they belong to different levels of reality. However, 
there is a unique access to the dense chains of events in time, which are produced by music: the 
EEG taken from the scalp, but in particular that recorded directly from the relevant brain 
structures, reflect in an extremely complex way the electrical activity of the cortical neurons as they 
happen to react to musical stimuli. At present, only the recording permits a sufficient ime 
Fig. 9. This simplified picture shows the six relevant stations of the auditory pathway from cochlea to 
the Heschl's gyd of the auditory cortex. (1) Cochlear nerve, (2) cochlear nucleus, (3) superior olivary 
nuclei, (4) lower tectum (inferior colliculus), (5) medial geniculate body, (6) auditory cortex [19]. 
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Fig. 10. Left is shown the tonotopy in the cochlear canal; on the fight, we see the corresponding tonotopy 
on the auditory cortex of the cat. Large dots indicate high frequency, small dots indicate low frequency 
(according to Woolsey in Ref. [17]). 
resolution for musical events with usual durations of 0.5 s or less. Other functional diagnostic 
means, such as positron emission tomography (PET), cannot follow a chain of say 10 musical 
events, each lasting 0.5 s, with a sample rate of roughly 100 s-1, which is necessary to capture the 
neuronal electric activity within 0-40 Hz, the range of most EEG waves. The technique of 
single-neuron-activity recordings measures much more locally the electric processes, and therefore 
their semantics of this technique may be different from those drawn from EEG recordings (see 
Creutzfeldt et al. [24]). 
The study of the EEG, in particular of the depth EEG, is the only present-day possibility to 
inquire higher brain functions related to music in order to link the psychological and the 
physiological levels. Direct recordings from the unanesthetized human limbic brain are only 
accessible from candidates for surgical epilepsy therapy during the pre-operative evaluation. In 
some, carefully selected patients suffering from medically intractable complex partial seizures 
of suspected temporal obe origin, stereotaxic depth recordings are still required for precise 
localization and delineation of the primary epileptogenic area. 
Research work from surgically active epilepsy centres has provided interesting results concerning 
the limbic system and emotions. Except for those studies dealing with musical and auditory 
hallucinations accompanied by epileptic discharges or provoked by electrical stimulation [25-28], 
none of the studies which rely on depth EEG data deals with musical perception. However, in recent 
years, sophisticated surface EEG studies have dealt with these aspects; the most outstanding 
findings were reported by Petsche t al. [29]. Surface EEG studies dealing with mental performance 
were successful in relating interpretable EEG changes to tasks involving memorizing and reasoning 
[30, 31], listening to music, noise and voice, arithmetic and vision [32], visual-motor practice [33], 
hemispheric asymmetries [34] and musical recognition [35, 36]. From the above works one 
concludes that the two hemispheres participate in different ways in the processing of musical 
perception. In particular, the work of Giannitrapani [32] suggests that the left hemisphere should 
be particularly involved in processing musical stimuli. On the other hand, recent single neuron 
recordings on right and left temporal lobes of patients while listening to music [24] didn't show 
significant lateralization. 
Despite these refined techniques, EEG recordings are burdened with two delicate problems, 
which still are far from being solved in practice. Thef i rst  is the so-called inverse problem and refers 
to the fact that the EEG recording is just a projection of the very complex electric activity of dipole 
layers, consisting of large populations of active neurons, onto several determined electrodes. One 
should therefore always take care for the interpretation of EEG recordings in terms of localized 
and functionally specified brain activity, see also Gloor [37], Mazzola [38]. The second problem is 
the semantics of EEG. Up to now, it seems very difficult to surpass the most elementary meaning 
of EEG, like localization of epileptic foci. However, it is plausible that the different frequency 
bands, the potential variation evoked by well defined events, he distribution of EEG signals over 
time and space must reflect some semiotic information, though no semiosis has been successfully 
codified from the EEG expression into its content. 
This being so, we have been involved in semiotic questions of the EEG, as related to music, 
for three reasons. First, it is well-known that the limbic system as well as music are related to 
emotions. Second, it seems that the sensation of consonances v  dissonances i  a rather universal 
phenomenon, which has a good chance to be away from cultural variation like the mother tongue. 
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Third, we were interested in the neurophysiological foundations of counterpoint and its 
consonance-dissonance basis. 
The point of our investigation was to choose the relevant distinguishing factors for consonances 
and dissonances. Of course, Euler's F-function would have been a prominent esting quantity. 
However, despite its admitted emotional value (different intervals being more or less pleasant), the 
partial ordering of intervals in Euler's (and Helmholtz's) sense is very unlikely to be of a reasonably 
stable character, i.e. it would certainly heavily depend on the context. 
To us, the main obstacle against he testing of these ordering functions is the above mentioned 
marginality of such an ordering for musicological and psychological reasons. The classical 
counterpoint is built upon a sharp dichotomy: 
Consonances: Perfect: prime, octave, fifth; 
Imperfect: thirds, sixths; 
Dissonances: Fourth (within the kernel of the classical counterpoint, the intervallic, 
two-part counterpoint, the fourth is undoubtedly dissonant [2]), 
seconds, tritonus, sevenths. 
Even if we wanted to test the ordering of the intervals by some or another pleasantness function, 
we had to fight against he major obstacle of the just tuning which is the basis of all the pleasantness 
theories. In fact, these theories depend upon Euler's substitutional hypothesis: every non-just 
interval (i.e. its frequency ratio is out of the tuning lattice) has to be substituted by the nearest just 
one; and it is only the just substitute, to which a pleasantness function can be applied. However 
there is not the slightest evidence for the existence of a neurophysiological mechanism producing 
this shift from the non-just o the just intervals, and worse: even mathematically, this uniqueness 
of the nearest just interval will--in general--fail to exist, see Ref. [39], for a proof. 
In the next section, we shall describe structures within the set of intervals, which allow an access 
for a mathematical treatment of the dichotomy aspect of consonances and dissonances. 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF INTERVAL DICHOTOMIES 
We will first examine the structures on the set of intervals, which yield a description of the 
dichotomic access to consonances vs dissonances, as it is applied in the classical counterpoint of 
Palestrina nd Fux (till present!) and as it is put into evidence by the findings of music psychology 
following Stumpf [7] and Albersheim [16]. 
The first important question concerns the concept of the interval. On the one hand, this 
musicological concept is often vaguely defined because of mathematical confusions. Eimert [40], 
a prominent composer of serial and electronic music and an important theorist of music, seems 
to confuse the number of semitone steps of an interval with the boarding points. In Ref. [41], Wille 
rightly criticizes this confusion as a source of irreparable obscuration of musicological thinking. 
On the other hand, the concept of interval is extremely context-dependent. Let us just mention 
five typical variants: 
1. Within well-tempered tuning, the sum of three major thirds will yield an exact 
octave, whereas this sum in the just tuning yields a frequency ratio of 1.95, which 
corresponds to a b sharp, roughly 41 cents below the exact octave of c. 
2. The direction from c to e (upwards) or from e to c (downwards) within the interval 
(c, e) of the major third may be specified. 
3. Intervals may be thought of being pairs of simultaneous or else successive tones. 
4. One may identify two intervals if the upper tone of the first yields the upper tone 
of the second by addition of one or several octaves. 
5. Often, the tones of intervals are thought o be alterations of other tones. Hence 
a minor third (c, e fiat) is not identical with an augmented major second (c, d 
sharp), even i well-tempered tuning. 
Of course, the best competence for the intervallic thinking has to be attributed to the medieval 
tradition of counterpoint. We prefer this era of musical culture to the ancient Greek tradition since 
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Fig. 11. The medieval tradition of counterpoint essentially 
consists in a construction of the second voice, diseantus, to 
be added to a given first voice, cantus firmus, which is a 
melodic line from the old Gregorian choral of  the ninth 
century. The intervals between the cantus and the discantus 
are to be chosen following theconsonance-dissonance way 
of thinking. 
71 
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Fig. 12. From the naive point of view, one would expect an 
interval to be a set of two notes, representable on the line 
Z of integers Z={0,+I ,+2 . . . . .  +n  . . . .  } for a well- 
tempered tuning, say. The counterpoint theory tells us that 
more information is needed to define an interval properly. 
in the medieval tradition, the process of musical composition too (and not only the musical 
material) has been codified to a cultural process. The tradition of counterpoint shows the following 
image. Everything starts from a given melodic line, the cantus firmus (abbreviated c.f.), a feature 
from the old Gregorian choral, which will be a fixed prerequisite for our discussion. 
The fundamental task of counterpoint is, to add one (and later: several) voice(s) to the c.f., the 
discant or organal voice, following determined rules (Fig. 11). 
This terminology goes back to the eleventh and twelfth centuries and is some times referred to 
as the tradition of ars antiqua (see Apfel [42] for a thorough study of the medieval counterpoint 
and the dramatic history of its canonization, and Jeppesen [43] for a more concise history of the 
subject). 
From the study of the contrapuntal tradition, one learns that an interval is not just a set of two 
tones on the line of pitch values, as would be expected (Fig. 12). 
In reality, the concept of the interval contains three different informations: 
(1) the c.f.-tone which may be seen as the "basis" of the interval; 
(2) one of two possible orientations, upwards, resp. downwards, to indicate the 
direction of (vertical) displacement of the c.f. to the discantus. This corresponds 
to the sweeping (= +), resp. to the hanging (= - )  counterpoint; 
(3) the amount of distance between the two tones, the intervallic number or dual 
number. The term "dual number" stems from modern algebra, and we shall see 
that our terminology is a special case of the algebraic notion and not only a 
speaking expression (Fig. 13). 
(a) 
orientation 
+ 
~ discantus 
dual number 
• cantus litmus 
{b.l) (b.2) (b.3) 
Fig. 13. (a) The notion of interval is composed of three separate informations: the c.f., the orientation 
and the dual number. (b.1) A third may be interp~ted as (b.2) c.f. = g', sweeping, dual number = 4 semi- 
tone steps, whence discantu s = h'; or (b.3) c.f. = h', hanging, dual number = 4, whence discantus = g'. 
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As we are concerned with the fundamental counterpoint s ructures, we will refrain from the time 
coordinates such as onset-time and duration. Of course, these coordinates are relevant on a more 
sophisticated level, but we wish to concentrate on the basic problem. 
Furthermore, we shall restrict ourselves to the widespread context of well-tempered tuning 
modulo octave. One may as well interpret his as concentrating on the steps by semitones on the 
keyboard within one octave. The calculus modulo octave fits with many qualities of intervals 
in counterpoint, which are invariant under shift of multiples of octaves. For instance, a fifth 
(=7 semitones) is a perfect consonance together with the octave-augmented duodecime 
(= 19 semitones). Thus, we are given twelve tones 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 which may be thought of as being 
counted from a fixed tone, c say, as the number of semitone steps. Number 12, the octave, would 
be identified with 0, 13 with 1, 14 with 2, etc. 
In elementary number theory, this set is called the cyclic group of order 12 and denoted by 2,2. 
The arithmetic on 2,2 is very straightforward. Just add and multiply the numbers in /if,2 as  usual, 
but only retain from the result the non-negative r mainder after division by 12. For example, you 
get 5 .5=7.7 .=11.11=1,  and 1+11=2+10=3+9=4+8=5+7=6+6=0.  Note that 
1, 5, 7, 11 are the only invertible lements of 212, i.e. those elements which admit a multiplicative 
inverse, see Fig. 14. 
This restriction to 7/,2 does not mean that the intervallic theory of counterpoint 
completely reduces to 7/,2. We are just processing an abstraction from the total musicological 
reality. But abstraction is the dominant process for scientific progress, and even the very 
concept of symmetry would not be applicable if we hadn't the abstraction from contingencies at
disposal. 
It will be seen that the calculus still remains complicated enough within 212, and that important 
results still persist on this level of abstraction. For a more geometric presentation of the relevant 
data of an interval, see Fig. 15. 
From this representation, one sees that the interval is given by the triple (~+, a, b). Usually, it 
is clear from the context, which orientation has to be chosen. Then, one simply writes the 
symbolic expression a+E.b  to denote the interval. Hence we get c. f . (a+E.b)=a,  and 
+ (a + E. b) = a + b, the discantus value. 
For the mathematicians, we should remark that the symbol E (epsilon) will effectively play the 
role of an infinitesimal quantity, one is accustomed with in differential calculus. This means that 
we really are interpreting an interval in counterpoint as an infinitesimal displacement of the c.f.: 
The diseantus is an infinitesimal variation of the e.f. 
We shall discuss this onset in extenso in the next section. Here, we would like to stick to the 
pure dual numbers b of the intervals a + E .b, i.e., to quantities b = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  I1 out of Z,2. We 
0 
8 4 
6 
Fig. 14. The cyclic group 2~2 represents the 12 semitone 
steps on an equally partitioned circle. The elements con- 
nected by a rectangle are the invertible lements, i.e. those 
x admitting an y with xy  = 1. 
e= c.f. 
b= dual number 
or ientat ion ~+ :Dw~a+b 
:Dw* a-b 
= sweeping counterpoint  + 
= hanging counterpoint  
Fig. 15. The correct geometric representation f an interval 
takes place in a two-dimensional space, whose coordinates 
are numbers in Z~2. The first coordinate a designs the c.f. 
value, whereas the second designs the dual number b. The 
orientation then results as a diagonal (e+) or codiagonal 
(e_) projection of the diseantus point D onto the first axis 
depending on whether one has a sweeping or a hanging 
counterpoint. The discantus value on 2,2 is ~_+ (D)= a + b. 
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want to term these numbers as usual: 0 = prime, 1 = minor second, 2 = major second, 3 = minor 
third, 4 = major third, 5 = fourth, 6 = tritonus, 7 = fifth, 8 = minor sixth, 9 = major sixth, 
10 = minor seventh, 11 = major seventh. We shall come back to the total interval structure a + E. b 
in the next sections. 
Our initial question concerns dichotomic structures on the set 7212 of dual numbers. The concept 
of a dichotomy is this: A dichotomy is a partition (X/Y) of 7/~2 into two disjoint subsets X, Y of 
dual numbers, each containing six elements. Hence, Y is the complement f( of X. Note that the 
partition is not ordered, i.e. (X/Y)= (Y/X)= (f(/X)= (X/f(). 
There are totally 462 dichotomies. We are primarily interested in the dichotomy 
(K/D) = (0, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9/1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11) (Fig. 16) of the six consonances K and the six dis- 
sonances D. 
This (K/D) dichotomy is by no means the only historically reasonable possibility to define 
consonances (and dissonances). Especially the fourth often changed from the consonant side to the 
other and vice versa (we refer to Apfel [42] for this "tragedy of the homeless fourth"). However 
classical counterpoint of intervals clearly positions it within the dissonant intervals. 
Further examples of dichotomies are canonically furnished by the proper intervals of the 
medieval modes as defined from their tonics. We denote by iT,. the diatonic scale 
X = {0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 } with tonic i, whence the following list of modal dichotomies: 
X0 Ionian (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 1 1/0, 1, 3, 6, 8, 10) 
)(4 Phrygian (1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 1 0/0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 1 1) 
)(2 Dorian (2,3,5,7,9, 10/0, 1,4,6,8, 11) 
X 9 Aeolian (2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10/0, 1, 4, 6, 9, 1 1) 
)(7 Mixolydian (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10/0, 1, 3, 6, 8, 1 1) 
)(5 Lydian (2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11/0, 1, 3, 5, 8, 10) 
XH Locrian (1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10/0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 1 1). 
Before bringing order into the "zoo" of dichotomies, let us explain a very natural reason for 
the existence of the (K/D) dichotomy--besides the artificial counterpoint theory. 
To this end, look at the chromatic scale X with tonic c in the just tuning over the primes 2, 3, 5. 
We already encountered thisconfiguration i Fig. 1, where we wrote down the ratios of the tones 
with respect o the tonic. Recall that the just tuning was a transcendental justification of the 
medieval music: the concrete music rather was an accidental attribute in the sense of Aristoteles. 
However, we are not very sure, whether the working musicians did really care very much about 
these speculative concerns. 
If X is represented as a point set within the three-dimensional l ttice spanned by log(2), log(3) 
and log(5), it looks like Fig. 17. 
Fig. 16. The dichotomy of consonances K = {0, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9} 
and dissonances D = {1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11} of classical counter- 
point are but one of 462 possible partitions of lt2 into two 
disjoint subsets, each consisting of six elements. It is shown 
that it is one of the most important ones for topological and 
symmetry reasons. 
F sharp 
. /  
log(s) b / 
, ; / /  
/ . /  .1' .1" • d 
• / /g  / / 
/ • /  Ilog(2)1 I 
./" f ./" ./" •/" 
e/  ./ ./ e F1~t 
b Fiat . I  
/ a Flat 
d Flat 
Fig. 17. This configuration of 12 dots shows the chromatic 
scale for 2-3-5 just tuning. The 3-dimensional lattice is
spanned by log(2), log(3) and log(5), three independent 
"vectors" which represent the octave, the fifth and the major 
third. Notwithstanding the irregular appearance, the 
configuration is highly symmetrical (see Fig. 18). 
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bo ,' F la t  ~F 
~ ~d 
~ g 
i 
• - -  d f la t  
O" 
a F la t  
Fig. 18. The transformed chromatic scale under a suitable linear somorphism reveals its full symmetry. 
Two parallel, vertical planes contain each six points: the front half and the back half. The names of the 
points refer to their original names before transformation. A uniquely determined inner symmetry .4 
exchanges the lines through b, g, e flat and through a, f, d flat, then the lines through a flat, g, f sharp and 
through b flat, f, c and (hence) the points d and e, If transformed to well-tempered tuning, the symmetry 
becomes the autocomplementarity function of counterpoint. 
In this position, it is difficult to believe that there might be any regularities on X. But after a 
linear symmetry transformation 
S= -2  -3  - , det(S)----1, 
0 0 
SX appears as a very symmetrical object (Fig. 18). 
In fact, SX is uniquely embedded in two parallel planes E,, E2 which stay vertically on our 
Fig. 18. This implies that X too, admits one and only one partition in two pieces which stay in 
two parallel planes: 
X~ = {e flat, g, b, d, a flat, f sharp); 
)(2 = {d flat, f, a, e, b flat, c}. 
Second, we recognize that X~ and )(2 are isomorphic to each other under one and only one affine 
isomorphism A = e~..4o, where e g denotes the translation by g = ( -5 ,  2, 1) and where A0 is the 
linear isomorphism 
A0= -7  , det(A0)=l .  
-3  
For details, vve refer to Mazzola [44]. If you write down the set X~ in 7/~2 by simple transfer of the 
tone-names, c = 0, d flat = 1, etc., you precisely get the configuration of the discant tones of the 
consonant intervals as defined from the Leitton b in X. This defines a correspondence of the couple 
X~, X2 in just tuning, with the couple K, D in the well-tempered tuning. Observe that the transition 
from X to Z~2 is a purely set-theoretic bijection by conservation f the names of the twelve tones! 
This means that, by no means, the unique symmetry between X~ and X2 has to be refound in terms 
of K and D. But, indeed a minor miracle happens: 
Proposition 1 
The unique symmetry A between X~ and X 2 induces a unique symmetry ~ from K to D, i.e. an 
affine isomorphism ,~ = e 2. 5 transforming each consonance x in K to the dissonance A (x) = 5x + 2 
of D. It is easily seen that ,4 .~ = 1, and thus, ,,T is also a symmetry from D to K. The symmetry 
.4 is called the autocomplementarity function of (K/D) (short: a.c. function). 
Note that we are still dealing with dual numbers and not with tones. A musicological justification 
of symmetries on Z, 2 (=affine isomorphisms et.g:x ~-~e'.g(x)=g.x + t, with invertible g and 
translation value t in 7/]2 ) will be given below. 
At this point, we would like to show, how two dichotomies may be compared under symmetries 
on Zi2. Suppose we are given two dichotomies (X/.~) and (W/I£V). Then we say that (X/.~) is 
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isomorphic to (W/if') if and only if there is a symmetry f with ( fX/f)?)= (W/if'), i.e. fX  = W 
or else fX  = t~. Of course, being isomorphic to each other is an equivalence r lation among the 
dichotomies, whence the partition of the collection of all 462 dichotomies into classes of isomorphic 
dichotomies. There are 26 dichotomy classes. The following list numbers these classes following 
the general numbering in Mazzola [45] and shows one representative dichotomy for each class (in 
fact the lexicographically first if • precedes o): 
63 ****** . . . . . .  72 ****oo,o,ooo 81 ***oo**o,ooo 
64 *****o, . . . . .  73 ****oo,oo,oo 82 ***oo**oo,oo 
65 *****oo, . . . .  74 ****ooo**ooo 83 ***ooo***ooo 
66 *****ooo*ooo 75 ***o**oo,ooo 84 **o**o,oo,oo 
67 ****o,o, . . . .  76 ***o**ooo*oo 85 **o**oo,o,oo 
68 ****o,oo,ooo 77 ***o*o*o*ooo 86 **o,oo**o,oo 
69 ****o,ooo,oo 78 ***o*o*ooo*o 87 **oo**oo**oo 
70 ****o* . . . .  ,o 79 ***o,oo,oo,o 88 *o*o*o*o*o*o 
71 ****oo** . . . .  80 ***o*ooo**oo 
Observe just as a curiosity that the lexicographically first 
mentioned modal dichotomies. We have: 
four classes are occupied by the above 
No. 63--Lydian, Locrian; 
No. 64--Ionian, Phrygian; 
No. 65--Mixolydian, Aeolian; 
No. 66--Dorian. 
At this point, it seems reasonable to give a musicological justification of these classes, i.e. of the 
equivalence relation defined by symmetries on Z12. One knows [39] that the group of symmetries 
on 7712 is generated by four particular symmetries: 
Cl = e°" l l : x  ~ --x; 
C2 = e°'5:x ~ 5x; 
C3=e3.1:x ~-~ x + 3; 
Ca = e4.1:x ~--~x +4.  
This (non-minimal) set of generators of the symmetry group has a nice topological property: call 
the number d(x, y) the distance of two intervals x and y if d(x, y) is the minimal length of a 
sequence of thirds to be added to x, in order to get y. For instance, d(6, 7) = 2 since 6 - 3 + 4 = 7. 
This concept is important for the construction of chords in musicology. Now, it is straightforward 
that for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and for all x, y in 7/,2, d(Ci(x), Ci(y)) = d(x, y), whence the distance of 
intervals is an invariant under the group of symmetries on 7/12. 
To view these facts geometrically, we mention that Z12 is isomorphic to the Cartesian product 
7/3 x 7/4 of the cyclic group 773 and the cyclic group 7/4 of order 3 and 4 (this is the Sylow 
decomposition of 7/~=). This permits us to draw the elements of 7/12 as points of the torus as shown 
in Fig. 19. 
In this geometry, the four generators C1, C2, C3, Ca appear as classical symmetries on the toms, 
see Figs 20(a<l). 
They show a pregnant musicological interpretation. The symmetry C~ is a transversal rotation 
of 180 ° and corresponds to the transition to the complementary interval. C2 is a horizontal 
reflection and corresponds to the cycle of fourth, i.e. the semitone step is replaced by the fourth, 
a traditional way of counting "distances" in musicology. C3 is a vertical rotation Of 90 ° and 
corresponds to adding a minor third to an interval. C4 is a tilting movement of 120 ° on the torus and 
corresponds to adding a major third to an interval. This means thatevery symmetry is musically 
significant in that it is composed of three fundamental types of symmetries: complementarity, c cle 
of fourth and stratification by thirds. 
Coming back to the (K/D) dichotomy which is our final interest, why should this particular 
dichotomy have a special position among the 462 dichotomies? We noticed that (K/D) is given the 
autocomplementarity function ~ transforming K and D into each other. Clearly, for each symmetry 
g, (gK/gD) still bears a uniquely determined symmetry between gK and gD, namely the conjugated 
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Fig. 19. The cyclic group Zt2 is visualized as a set of 12 points on the torus. These are the crossing points 
of four small, vertical circles and of three larger, horizontal circles on the torus. The small circles 
correspond to the major third cycles, the large circles correspond to the minor third cycles on the chromatic 
scale. The topology of this configuration is musicologically significant. 
symmetry g..4.g-~, abbreviated ~)/T. More generally, if any dichotomy (X/Y) bears a uniquely 
determined symmetry f with f(X)= Y, this property is inherited by any other dichotomy 
isomorphic to (X/Y). We shall call such a dichotomy(class) a strong dichotomy(class). 
Among the 26 dichotomy classes, besides the (K/D) class, there are five strong classes. The six 
classes are shown as configurations on the torus in Fig. 21. 
On top, we have the unique strong modal dichotomy (No. 64): the dichotomy of the Ionian or 
major scale (!). At the bottom, we see the (K/D) dichotomy (No. 82), and, in between, the 
four remaining strong dichotomies Nos 68, 71, 75, 78 are seen. This spatial arrangement of the six 
strong dichotomies i by no means a casual one. The two polar antipodes, the major and the 
(~) / ( "~ (b) 
(c) (d) 
C 3 
f l - -  ° 
5 
& 
Fig. 20. Every symmetry on Zt2 is a product of some of the following four generating and musically 
significant symmetries. (a) The symmetry C~ is a horizontal rotation of 180 ° and signifies complementation 
of intervals. (b) The symmetry (72 is a horizontal reflection and corresponds to the cycle of fourths. 
(c) The symmetry C3 is a vertical rotation of 90 ° and corresponds to adding a minor third to an interval. 
(d) The symmetry C4 is a tilting movement of 120 ° on the torus and corresponds to adding a major third 
to an interval. 
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Fig. 21. The six strong dichotomies are shown as configurations ( tars/dots) on the torus. The polar 
dichotomies No. 64, resp. No. 82 represent the six proper intervals on the diatonic scale from the major 
(or Ionian) tonic, resp. the consonances. The polar positions of these two dichotomies i motivated from 
the topology of the "toroidal representation" of the dichotomies. 
consonance--dissonance dichotomies, are defined from topological properties based on the distance 
function d(x, y) already discussed above. We just want to give two such topological properties 
defined on strong dichotomies. 
1. Call diameter of a strong dichotomy (X/f() the number 
d(X/f()= y, d(x,,xj), 
l~<,<j~<6 
where xl . . . . .  x6 is an arbitrary numbering of the elements of X. Evidently, d(X/X) doesn't depend 
on this particular ordering and we have d(X/f() = d(f(/X). Observe that d(X/f() is a class invariant. 
2. Call span of a strong dichotomy (X/f() with a.c. function f the number 
6 
s(X/X) = ~ d(x,,f(&)). 
i= l  
Again, s(X/f() is well-defined and is a class invariant of (X/f(). Figure 22 shows the positions of 
the strong dichotomies relative to diameter and span. We notice the polar positions of the major 
and the (K/D) dichotomies, as drawn in Fig. 22. 
The (K/D) dichotomy shows the two halves being maximally separated on the torus, see Fig. 23. 
In polar position to (K/D), the major dichotomy shows maximal mixing of the two halves. 
We would like to close this Section with a short comment on the historic role of the polar 
dichotomies Nos 64 and 82. As is well-known, the major-minor tonality replaced the dominant 
position of the counterpoint in theory and practice. The "disintegration" of the consonance- 
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Fig. 22. This graphic shows the place of the strong 
dichotomies relatively totwo coordinates: diameter d(X/,~) 
and span s (X/.~), which measure the mutual distribution of
X and .~ on the torus. The diameter intuitively tells, how 
near the points of X are to each other, the span tells, how 
far the autocomplementarity function on X removes the 
points of X into the points of .('. The polar position f No. 
64 and No. 82 becomes vident. 
Fig. 23. The consonance-dissonance dichotomy is shown by 
two connected regions, K lined and D dotted. Theminimal 
diameter of (K/D) is seen by a complete separation of the 
two halves of the dichotomy. 
dissonance dichotomy as determinative musical category (remember Sch6nbergs emancipation of 
dissonances!) was accompanied by the development of the way of thinking based on the category 
of major (and minor) tonality. A possible role of the major dichotomy within this latter 
musicological way of thinking during the last three-hundred years should be challenging as a 
problem to the musicologist, since the antipodal position to the (K/D) dichotomy is given by a 
topological argument which has a determined musicological meaning. 
3. COUNTERPOINT AS AN INF IN ITES IMAL VARIAT ION 
OF GREGORIAN CHORAL 
After having recognized the outstanding position of the (K/D) dichotomy as a dichotomy of dual 
(interval) numbers, we are going to develop the counterpoint theory within a bipartite discussion. 
The first part deals with symmetries on intervals and their geometric/musicological me ning. The 
second part is devoted to a mathematical model of counterpoint leading to an explicit list of allowed 
and forbidden passages between two intervals and, in particular, to the rule of forbidden parallels 
of fifths. 
As it has been shown in mathematical music theory [45], modulation may be expressed by 
a mathematical existence theorem, the existence of modulation quants, to be precise. Within 
mathematical counterpoint theory, there will appear a perfect parallelism: an existence theorem for 
allowed passages from interval to interval. 
However, within counterpoint theory, the existence problem seems to be much more explicit han 
with modulation theory, as it is already stated from the musicological point of view, in contrary to 
the modulations. The problem is, to find a successor to a given interval by following certain rules. 
It is quite astonishing that the existence problem has never been discussed in classical iterature 
of counterpoint [2, 43, 46]. It seems that, to musicians and musicologists, existence relates to 
another ontological level as it does to the mathematician. It is the level of experience against hat 
of axiomatic and logical deduction. 
Let us just start with the computational part of the problem. As we have seen, an interval is given 
by an orientation (which is fixed by the context) and, within this fixed initial condition, by a new 
quantity a + E .b with a and b in Zl2 being the cantus firmus and the dual number, respectively. 
The mathematical meaning of the symbolic writing a + E. b is taken from the algebraic modelling 
of differential calculus in algebraic geometry. It intuitively means that we are given a point a on 
a surface and an infinitesimal tangent vector E.b [Fig. 24(a)]. 
In this terminology, to every cantus firmus point is attached its "tangent plane", i.e. the set of 
dual numbers E .b, b in Z~2, which is visualized in Fig. 24(b). 
This geometric intuition is not far from reality if we recall that ZI~ was represented as point set 
on a torus. The same is true for the set E • Z12 of dual numbers, which are attached at every cantus 
firmus point. In other words, the above tangent plane is realized by a "small" tangential torus E -7/12 
at every point of 7/15, as shown in Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 24. (a) The symbolic writing a + E. b for an interval is visualized. The cantus firmus is shown as a 
point on a "surface of tones", the tangent vector ~ • b in a indicates the infinitesimal displacement of the 
discantus. (b) The set of intervals in a fixed cantus firmus a is shown as tangent plane to the "surface 
of tones". 
We use the symbol Z12[E] to denote the full set {a + E .b; a, b in Z,2} of intervals. From now 
on, we call the entities a + e .b dual numbers (and not only their infinitesimal parts E .b). The 
consonant intervals will be the elements of the set ~ = Z,2 + E-K, the dissonant intervals are the 
elements of/~ = Z~2 + E. D, the complement of/~ in Z~2 [E ]. The tangent space Ix = x + E. Z~2 designs 
the intervals in cantus firmus x, the subset Kx of Ix denotes the consonances in x, the subset Dx 
the dissonances in x, i.e. Z,2[E] is the disjoint union of g and o f / )  or of all Ix, whereas Ix is the 
disjoint union of Kx and of Dx, and finally, g is the disjoint union of all Kx, whereas/~ is the disjoint 
union of all Dx, see Fig. 26. 
In mathematical music theory [45], a covering of a set of musical elements (tones) by subsets 
gives rise to a global structure: a so-called interpretation of this set of elements. Here, we have set 
up an interpretation of Z,2[E] by the Kx and the Dx. In particular, we shall write I~/° to denote 
the covering of Ix by Kx and by Dx. The nerve of an interpretation [45] in this case simply designs 
the fact that Kx and Dx are disjoint subsets of Ix and is a graph 
Kx Ix .Dx  
To end this mathematical excursion, let us explain, how arithmetic works on Z~2[E]. You may add 
and multiply the symbolic expressions a + E .b, u + E-v as usually in algebra, except hat E2= 0; 
Addition: (a+E.b)+(u+E'v )=(a+u)+E' (b+v)  
Multiplication: (a + E .b).(u + E .v) = a .u + E .(a .v + b .u) [+E2.b .v = 0] 
What you have, is, what mathematicians call a commutative ring: addition and multiplication 
follow the usual rules of algebra, but division is not possible, generally. Within Z~2, the invertible 
Fig. 25. The full set Zj2[E ] of intervals is given by 12 small tori attached at a large one. The points on 
the large torus are the cantus firmus tones. In each cantus firmus, the 12 discantus points to be reached 
from the cantus firmus stay on a small tangential torus. 
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Fig. 26. Each tangent torus I x is partitioned into the consonant half K x (shaded) and the dissonant half. 
The picture shows a transversal section of Zt2[~ ] through a major third cycle. 
elements are 1, 5, 7, 1 , whereas in 77~2[,], the invertible dual numbers are of the form u +, -v ,  u 
invertible in 7112 and v arbitrary. We then have u -e .v  as inverse of u +, .v  since 
(u +g.v) . (u - , . v )=uE-e2 .v2=u2= 1 in this case. 
By these arithmetical operations, one introduces the symmetries on 7It2[E ] as being the affine 
isomorphisms, i.e. the transformations of the form g = e a+~b. (u + , .  v), u + ¢ .v being invertible 
in Zj2[*]. For any x in Zl2[*], we have (by definition, as already discussed above) 
g(x) = a +e 'b  +(u + e.v).x. 
These symmetries really are musically reasonable, see Fig. 27. 
The point here really is, why we had to put e 2 = 0 in our context? Remember that e announces 
the value which measures the displacement from the cantus firmus. In this view, higher powers of
e should measure "higher" displacements from the cantus firmus. Is this a musically reasonable 
onset? If one thinks of the history of counterpoint, it becomes clear that the three- or four-part 
composition didn't come up at once. It grew through several epochs from the Gregorian choral 
(for one voice only), became the ars antiqua for two voices as described by the old theorists (like 
Pseudo-Guido de Caroli loco, by whom we possess the oldest organum treatise) and developed to 
the three- and four-part composition as it is documented for the first time in a song of pilgrimage 
of Santiago de Compostela in the Codex Calixtinus. The counterpoint for several parts of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth century was built on the cantus firmus voice of the tenor, the bracket of 
the composed sound. But there are two techniques to be distinguished: 
1. The technique of the English treatises as realized in masses by Machaut, for 
example. Apfel [42] calls this technique "vielstimmiger Verdoppelungsdiskant". 
2. The technique of the continental treatises as realized in chansons by Dufay. Apfel 
calls it "freier vielstimmiger Diskant". 
The English theory considers all voices exclusively in relation with the cantus firmus, the mutual 
I::::::I 
Fig. 27. The symmetries on ZI2[E ] are musically reasonable~We consider the fundamental situations: 
(1) (left) e". = transposition by a; (2) (middle) e ''b. = augmentation by b; (3) (not visualized) u. = the 
"u-circle", i.e. an interval a + E. b with cantus firmus = a and discantus = a + b is transformed into 
ua + e. ub, the interval with cantus firmus = ua and discantus = u(a + b), i.e. the u-circle is applied to both 
tones of the interval. For u = 5, the 5-circle is the well-known circle of  fourths; (4) (fight) the multiplication 
with e means to view a tone x as being the discantus E.x of an interval relatively to the cantus firmus 
0. Geometrically, this means to lift the "curve" through 0 and x to a tangent line 0 + e'  x. This operation 
is the musically essential part of  1 + E, which completes our list of generating symmetries. 
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English: 
continental: 
c.f. 0 
N~.'> .V'~> contratenor 
altus 
contra- 
tenor 
Fig. 28. The English and the continental technique ofseveral parts counterpoint differ in so far as the 
first only considers the relations of the parts to the cantus firmus, whereas the second, following Monachus 
and Tinctoris, realizes a generative principle of mutual relationships among the four parts as shown. 
positional relations of the voices were not relevant. Only the continental theory, as exposed by 
Tinctoris and Monachus, for example, took into consideration the higher relations (Fig. 28). 
From this it follows that the contratenor not only has to consider the cantus fmnus, but also 
the position of the discantus. Mathematically, this would result into a consideration of 
a + e-b + E2.c, c being the distance between the discantus and the contratenor, whereas the English 
reading would amount o consider the two intervals a + E. b and a + E. (b + c) from the cantus 
firmus to discantus and contratenor. This shows that it is consistent with the medieval musicology 
to distinguish different levels of interdependence among the voices. We shall, however, restrict 
ourselves to the basic two-part composition (or to the English technique, at best). This restriction 
is expressed with the above condition of the vanishing of the second power E 2 of •. We are really 
dealing with the "first approximation". 
However, we have to return to the synunetriesl We know that (K /D)  is a strong dichotomy, the 
autocomplementarity function being e 2.5. This fact translates to the/~ -/~-interpretation f 7/,2 [e] 
as follows. 
Proposit ion 2 
(i) The symmetry f=  e ~'2. 5 on 7,2[E ] exchanges/~" with/) ,  and every symmetry which has this 
exchange property, is of the form e w.f, w being in Z,:. 
(ii) Setting (~)f= e~. f .e  -~ for z in Z,2, the only symmetry g which exchanges/~ and/ )  and fixes 
the tangent space Iz in the cantus firmus z, is g = ~)f. 
For a proof, we refer to Ref. [46]. Instead, it is advantageous to realize the geometric situation 
described by the above proposition. To begin with, one checks that (~)f maps Ix onto Isx_4z and 
exchanges Kx with Dsx_ 4~, resp. Dx with Ksx - 4z according to the autocomplementarity function (see 
Fig. 29): 
D x D5x-4z 
Ix Isx-a z 
l L 
K~ K5x_4z 
This means that we have a commutative diagram of interpretations: 
K/D 
Ix 
e4X/  ~(z  ) f 
I K/D • IK/D 
5x-4z (5x-4z)f 5x-4z 
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nerve of I x nerve of 15x_4 z 
Fig. 29. On ~'~2 [~], the autocomplementarity function tZ)fexchanges consonant and dissonant parts of the 
tangent spaces I x and I5x-4~. This is visualized by a screwing movement of 180 ° for the "nerve" of Ix. 
The geometric meaning of this diagram is seen in Fig. 30. It tells us that ~Z)flooks like a screwing 
movement, which carries the space -xlx/D into the space I r/DSx_ 4~ and is obtained by a translation by 
4x -4z  along the axis, followed by a rotation of 180 °. 
We are really confronted with what physicists in modem unification theories like to call global 
symmetries since, if you know, what happens under the autocomplementarity function in the fixed 
tangent space It, you know everything just by translating this situation to any other tangent space. 
The global symmetry on 7/j2 [e] given by the autocomplementarity function, has properties which 
are decisive for the counterpoint way of thinking. In order to understand this, recall that we have 
to describe rules that tell us, which intervals can be reached from a fixed interval, and which ones 
are "forbidden". To be precise, we shall not deal with the last but one and with the next but one 
interval. Of course, this refined considerations would be of a certain relevance for deeper analysis, 
but we have to confront the elementary situation in the first place. 
During the history of counterpoint, two general principles appeared. 
1. Within the step for interval to interval (the so-called first species), a consonant interval has 
to be followed by another consonant interval, and the beginning has to be a perfect consonance, 
in other words: only consonant intervals re allowed. 
2. Independence ofvoices. This second principle is different since it is purely negative. Observe 
that this is not the formal antithesis to the early parallel organum of the ninth century, in the sense 
that the discantus hould be the pitch inversion of the cantus firmus melody. The countermovement 
of the discantus really has to be a contrast o the cantus firmus in some rather abstract sense. 
Are there positive factors within this requirement of contrast and independency? The dominating 
structure of contrast, of course, is the consonance-dissonance dichotomy. In fact, the more 
sophisticated level of counterpoint (second species, cantus firmus vs two discant ones) suggestg to 
put dissonances on the arsis (the non-accentuated time) as contrast to the consonances on the thesis. 
However, already within the first species, the passage from imperfect consonances to perfect ones 
(and vice versa) is the technique of contrast. This splitting among the consonant intervals reveals 
to be something like a transfer of the dissonance concept into the field of consonances. For, as 
we have seen in the discussion of the different heories of consonance and dissonance, the difference 
between perfect and imperfect consonances precisely stems from an increased issonant ingredient 
within the imperfect consonances. This argument is valid either with Euler's gradus function, or
with Helmholtz's theory. 
So far, the situation seems to be paradoxical since one has to build sequences of consonant 
intervals (first principle) that should in some sense be alternating sequences of consonant and 
dissonant colour. In other words, not only dissonant intervals are to be separated from consonant 
].K/D ~> .K/D 
x ~Sx-4z 
Fig. 30. The autocomplementarity function ~Z)fon ZI2[• ] may be seen as a "global symmetry" in the sense 
of modern physics. The tangent space (  slice on our cylindrical visualization) Ix is transformed into 15x-4~ 
by a succession of a translation by 4x - z (along the axis), followed by rotation of 180 °, i.e. the 
autocomplementarity function on lsx-4z. 
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Fig. 31. For any couple ofdistinct intervals ~ and ~/, there is a suitable symmetry g on ZI2[E ] such that 
the g-deformed xtended dichotomy (gi~/g;~) separates ~ and r/from each other, i.e. ~ sits in g/~ and t/ 
sits in g/~. This property of the consonances and dissonances is derived from the autocomplementarity 
function. 
ones, but the same dichotomic onset should yield a separation among the consonant intervals, as 
if an imaginary (K/D) dichotomy was to exist. 
However, in fact, the (K/D) dichotomy in the shape of the extended ichotomy (g/~) on 7/12[E ] 
holds a property that fits with the above seemingly paradoxical requirement, and which is a conse- 
quence of the autocomplementarity symmetry, and more precisely of the fact that (K/D) is a strong 
dichotomy. The following theorem explicates this property. For a proof, we refer to Ref. [46]. 
Theorem 1 
Let ~ and r/be two different intervals (we write small Greek letters for intervals) in 7/12[E ]. Then, 
there is a symmetry g on 7/~2[E ] such that ~ lies in gK and r/lies in g/3. Intuitively, this means that 
consonances and dissonances can be deformed in such a way as to separate any two different 
intervals, see Fig. 31. 
This theorem is the basic feature for the following model of counterpoint. It should be read to 
the end that the consonance-dissonance dichotomy not only presents a fixed partition of the set 
of intervals, but it furnishes a means of global orientation among the intervals: any two intervals 
can be viewed as being either on the consonant or n the dissonant side after a suitable deformation 
of the fundamental dichotomy. 
4. LOCAL SYMMETRIES IN COUNTERPOINT 
The second part of this discussion deals with a mathematical model of counterpoint for the first 
species: note against note. We are given an arbitrary fixed consonant interval ~ = x + E" k, k in K. 
The question is, which consonances ~/one is allowed to reach from ~. We repeat hat everything 
is intended to work within a fixed orientation, though this information is not explicitly used. But 
in calculating the finally permitted steps, the information will be relevant. According to the 
preceding discussion, we shall have to choose a symmetry g on 7/~2[E ] sharing certain properties 
of separation. We ask three properties from g: 
(1) The consonance ~has to be a g-deformed consonance, i.e. by definition, ~ is an 
element of g/~. 
(2) The deformed (extended) dichotomy (g~/gD) admits the autocomplementarity 
function <x~ leaving fixed the tangent space Ix. 
(3) The symmetry g verifying properties (1) and (2) is such that gL3 contains a 
maximal number of (real) consonances. 
These requirements are quite natural. The first has already been discussed. The second claims that 
the deformed ichotomy (gK/gD) possesses the autocomplementarity function ~x~f relative to the 
cantus firmus x of ¢. The third requirement simply claims a maximal freedom of choice, subjected 
to the conditions (1) and (2), a quantitative aspect of the independence principle. The main result, 
a counterpoint theorem runs as follows: 
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Table 1 
i. Direct motion of CF 
CF:O -->0 CF:2 -->2 CF:4 -->4 
0,4,7,9~ 0,3,7,9~ 0,3,7,81. 
* *0  * * *0  * * *0 
* * *4  * * 3 * * *3  
* * *7  * * "7  * * "7  
* **  9 * * 9 **  * 8 
2. Minor second upwards of CF 
CF:4 -->5 CF:II --->0 
0,3,7,8 0,3,8 
* * * *0  * * *0 
* * * *4  * * *4  
* * *7  * * "7  
. . n *9  * * *9  
3. Minor second downwards of CF 
CF:5 ~4 CF:O --> ii 
0,4,7,9 0,4,7,9 
****0  ****0  
* * * * 3  * * * * 3  
* * *7  * * * "8  
* * * * 8  
4. Ma~or second upwards of CF 
CF:O -->2 CF:2 ---,4 CF:5 --.-->7 
0,4,7,9 0,3,7,9 0,4,7,9 
* * *0  * * * *0  * * *0 
* * * *3  * * * "3  * * *4  
* * *7  * * *7  * * *7  
* * * *9  * * * *8  * * * *9  
5. Ma4or second downwards of CF 
CF:2 --> 0 CF:4 --> 2 
0,3,7,9 0,3,7,8 
****0  ****0  
* * * * 4  * * * * 3  
* * *7  * * "7  
* * * * 9  * * * * 9  
CF: 5 --> 5 
0,4 ,7 ,9"1 . ,  
* * O 
* n "4  
* ~ *7  
* * * 9 
CF : 7 --> 9 
0 ,4 ,7 ,9  
* * *0  
* * * "3  
* * ~7 
.m. * *8  
CF:7 --> 5 CF:9 --> 7 
0,4,7,9 0,3,7,8 
* * *0  * * * *0 
* * *4  * * * "4  
* * *7  * * *7  
* * * *9  * * * *9  
6. Minor third upwards of CF 
CF:2 --> 5 CF:4 --~ 7 
0,3,7,9 0,3,7,8 
* * * *0  * * * *0 
* * * *4 * * * *4  
* * *7  * * *7  
* * 9 * * *9  
7. Minor third downwards of OF 
CF:5 ---> 2 
0,4,7,9 
* w, * *0  
* * * 3 
* * "7  
* * * 9 
8. Ma~or 
CF:9 -->0 CF:II --> 2 
0,3,7,8 0,3,8 
* * * *0  * * *0  
* * * *4  * *3  
* * *7  * * "7  
* * *9  * *9  
CF:O -->4 
0,4,7,9 
* * *0  
* * * *3  
* * *7  
* * "8  
0F:7-->7 CF:9--> 9 CF: ll-->l] 
0 ,4 ,7 ,9% 0,3,7 ,8% 0 ,3 ,8% 
* *0  * * *0  * *0 
* * *4  * * *3  * *3  
* * "7  * * *7  * * 8 
**  * 9 * * *  8 
OF:7 --) 4 CF:O --> 9 
0,4,7,9 0,4,7,9 
****0  ****0  
* * * 3 * * * 3 
* * "7  . n n 7 
*** '8  ****8  
third upwards of OF 
CF:5 --> 9 CF:7 --> ii 
0,4,7,9 0,4,7,9 
* * *0  * * *0  
* * * "3  * * * *3  
n * *7 * * *8  
CF : 9 --2 ll 
0,3,7,8 
* e * *0  
* * * *3  
* * * *8  
CF: ii --> 9 
0,3,8 
* * *0  
* * *3  
* * *7  
* * *B  
CF:2 --#ll 
0,3,7,9 
* * t *0  
* * *3  
* n n *8  
--continued opposite 
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Theorem 2 
Let ~ be 
(i) 
a fixed consonance. Then 
there is a symmetry g satisfying conditions 1-3 above and such, that there is at 
least one consonance that is a g-deformed issonance. 
(ii) Let ~ and r/be fifths. Then there is no g satisfying conditions 1-3 such that ~/ 
is a g-deformed issonance. This is only valid for fifths. 
(iii) Let X, be a mode with tonic t. Then, if both, the cantus firmus x and the 
discantus a_+(~) of ~ are in X,, ther is a g satisfying conditions 1-3 and a 
g-deformed issonance ~/with cantus firmus and discantus ~±(r/) lying in Y,, r/ 
being a consonance. 
For a proof, we refer to Ref. [46]. 
This theorem is read in the sense that the g-deformed issonances r/which are consonances, are 
the candidates for immediately succeeding ~. Then the musicological statements are: 
(i') Within (well-tempered) chromatics, it is always possible to find a successor of 
a fixed consonant interval. 
(ii') There is exactly one general interdiction of parallels: that of the parallels of 
fifths. 
(iii') Within any mode, the successor equally exists. 
Hence we are assured that there is no dead end when doing elementary counterpoint within our 
model. Observe that parallels of octaves and primes are not (generally) forbidden. However, this 
doesn't contradict he rules of counterpoint for a very simple reason. There are well-known 
examples, for example No. 51 in Ref. [47], where the passage from an octave to a prime is allowed. 
Older treatises even allow "killing" of voices, as the example from the Loewener Traktat [42]: 
O ~D f Q 
Now, these steps, when calculated modulo 12, become parallels of primes. For this reason, they 
should not be generally excluded and in fact aren't, as is readily seen from Table 1, where all 
possible steps relative to the sweeping counterpoint are listed in the sense that an asterisk • is put, 
whenever a passage from the interval of the top row to the interval of the fight column 
corresponding to the star is allowed. This means that the step is allowed for at least one 
deformation symmetry g. 
Before discussing some musicological comments on this model, we should like to make evident 
the geometric aspect of the counterpoint theorem. 
A deformation g will again define an extended ichotomy (gK/gD) on ZI2[E] and hence a new 
interpretation I~ x/n) of every tangent space Ix by the dichotomy (gKx,gDx)= (gF, NIx/gD Nix). 
Now, the requirement (2) implies that under the autocomplementarity function (x~ I~ x/o) is mapped 
rs~x/n) i.e. onto • 5w- 4x, 
gK w gKsw-4x 
gDw gDsw-4x 
So far, the situation resembles the one for K//), where ~x~f is a global symmetry. But at a second 
sight, there is an important difference. Take, for example, the deformation symmetry 
g = e"S-(5 + E .4) for the consonance ~ = E .9. Then we have: 
g/,~ ~ 7/12.(1 - E .4) + E .e 8. 5 .K, 
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9.  Major Third downwards of CF 
CF:4 -->0 CF:9 --->5 
0.3 .7 .8  0 .3 .7 .8  
****0  ****0  
****4  * * * * 4  
* * *7  * * *7  
****9  ****9  
i0. Fourth upwards of CF 
CF:O --> 5 CF:2 --> 7 
0,4 ,7 ,9  0 ,3 ,7 ,9  
* * * *0  * * * *0  
* * * *4  * * * *4  
* * "7  * * *7  
* * * *9  * * * *9  
ii. Fourth downwards 
CF:5 -->0 CF:7 - ->  2 
0,a ,7 ,9  0 ,a ,7 ,9  
* * * *0  * * * *0 
* * * *4  * * * "3  
* * "7  * * *7  
* * * *9  * * * *9  
CF : i i  --9 7 
0,3,8 
* * *0  
* * *4  
* * *7  
* * *9  
CF:4 -->9 CF:7 ~0 CF:9 -->2 CF : I I~4  
0,3 ,7 ,8  0 ,4 ,7 ,9  0 ,3 ,7 ,8  0 ,3 ,8  
* * * *0  * * * *0 * * * *0  * * *0  
* * * *3  * * * *4  * * * ,3  * * "3  
* * "7 * * "7  * * "7  * * "7  
* * * *8  * * * *9  * * * *9  * * '8  
of CF 
CF:9 -->4 CF:O -->7 CF:2 -->9 CF:4 --~iI 
0,3,7,8 0,4,7,9 0,3,7,9 0,3,7,8 
* * * *0  * * * *0  * * * *0  * * * *0  
* * * * 3  * * * * 4  * * * * 3  * * * * 3  
* * *7 * * *7 * * *7 * * * *8 
* * * * 8  * * * * 9  * * * * 8  
12. Tritonus of CF 
CF:5 --> ii CF:II --> 5 
0,4,7,9 0,3,8 
* *0  * *0  
" * * 3 * * "4  
* * "8  * * *7  
* t 9 
i.e. 
whereas 
gKw=w+E. (5 .K+8-4w)  and gKsw=5W+E.(5.K+8+4w), 
Kw = W + E " K and Ksw = 5w + E . K .  
This shows that the g-deformed consonances in w and in 5w do not come from one another by 
a translation of  4w within the cantus firmus part, as it was the case with (real) consonances in w 
and in 5w. Geometrically, this means that (~)fis no more a global symmetry, but a local symmetry. 
Figure 32 shows the details. 
This means that one cannot view ix)f as composit ion of  translation plus rotation since the tangent 
spaces are subjected to deformations which depend on the cantus firmus (CF in Table 1) parameter, 
see Fig. 33 for a visualization of  this local situation. 
ig(X/D) E(K/D) 
w I5w-4x 
Fig. 32. In contrast to the extended consonance-dissonance dichotomy (~//)), the g-deformed 
d ichotomies  (g[~/gD) no longer possess a global symmetry .  The i r  autocomplementar i ty  functions (x)f are 
"local symmetries", since, in general, the tangent space I., covered by the g-deformed consonances gKw 
and the g-deformed issonances gDw, is no longer transformed into 15._4x via succession of  a t rans la t ion  
and a rotation (see Fig. 30). In fact, the g-deformed consonances in 5w -4x  do not  coincide with  the  
t rans la t ion  o f  the  g-deformed consonances in w, by 4w - 4z, in general. 
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Fig. 33. The local character of the g-deformed dichotomies (gR/gD) (1) in contrast to the global character 
of (K/D) (2) is to say that the surface 1 splits the tangent space at x into two pieces gKx and gDx, which 
depend on the cantus firmus x, in contrast to the global splitting by the (undeformed) consonances and 
dissonances: their surface 2 stays at constant distance from the cantus firmus torus (3). 
In physics, local symmetries are used to explain the appearance of forces. We recognize a nice 
analogy to physics in our model of counterpoint: Here too, the contrastful or, better, the strong 
steps from one interval to the next one, appear through local symmetries as a consequence of the 
autocomplementarity function. Note that the modulation model in Ref. [45] too, yields a close 
analogy to instances of modem physics (namely the principle of forces being transmitted through 
quanta like photons, gluons, bosons and gravitons). 
Though this analogy is pure coincidence, it is clear that the mathematical model is a common 
structural principle to both: music and nature, at least in he sense of Hanslick [48], who maintained 
that music emerges from the brute noise by means of mathematics. 
5. SOME MUSICOLOGICAL COMMENTS 
We conclude the theoretical part of this paper by some musicological comments on the 
preceding model of elementary counterpoint. In general, it cannot be expected that the counterpoint 
theorem covers all the classical rules of counterpoint (two voices, first species), because we 
only considered the situation within Z~2 and concerning the immediate successor interval. 
Nonetheless, we can observe an extensive congruence of the mathematically calculated possi- 
bilities with those from usic theory. The following remarks can be made to illustrate these 
observations. 
A. Examples from Fux's Gradus ad Parnassum 
We refer to the book by Tittel [47], where examples of Fux are discussed. Except for the following 
three examples, everything within the total ten examples for different modes is in congruence with 
our Table 1. 
(a) 
68b 
c.f. 
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(b) ~txollldiach 
69a ~ . . ~  
c.f. "~ 
. .. a _ a ~. _ a _ ~ 
Aeo lia ch 
70a 
C.L 
Fig. 34. Three examples from Fux [2] showing that the mathematical model is in good accordance with 
the musicological point of view. (a) Two changes of orientation, from hanging to sweeping counterpoint, 
and vice versa, make it necessary to divide this example into three parts: bars 1-3, 4-7, 8-12. (b) The 
two black notes design a  error of the pupil of Fux, an "ottava battuta". This is also forbidden by the 
mathematical model. (c) The bad motion from bar 5 to bar 6 is forbidden by the mathematical model, 
Fux tolerates it as a limit case. 
A.1. No. 68b, Lydian in Ref. [47]. [See Fig. 34(a)] 
This hanging counterpoint  shows one single step which is not al lowed in our table: from bar 3 to 
bar  4. In fact, we observe a crossing of  voices there, lasting till bar  7. However,  our model  does not 
cover changes of orientation! This means that we have to split his example into three pieces: bars 1-3, 
bars 4-7, bars 8-12, with three orientations: hanging, sweeping, hanging. Then everything works. 
Remark. I f  you want to apply the table of  al lowed steps to the hanging counterpoint  in order 
to decide, whether a step x -I- e. y to u + ~. v is al lowed, just apply the symmetry of  pitch inversion 
x ~-~ 12 - x and u ~-* 12 - u to the cantus firmus and consult the table for 12 - x + e .y going to 
12-u  +E.v .  
A.2. No. 69a, Mixolydian in Ref. [47]. [See Fig. 34(b)] 
Here everything works except the step from bar  10 to bar  11. There, we encounter a mistake 
of  Fux 's  pupil,  and Fux corrects it as to fit with our table, too. The pupil  d idn ' t  observe the Ital ian 
rule of  the "ot tava battuta" .  
A.3. No. 70a, Aeolian in Ref. [47]. [See Fig. 34(c)] 
Fol lowing our table, only the passage from bar 5 to bar  6 is not  allowed. Tittel too, posit ions 
it as the limit of  the permitted cases; Fux tolerates it. 
B. Symmetries 
The aspect of  symmetries related to (K/D) is completely present within musicological consider- 
ations, though the autocomplementar i ty  function does not seem to have been oticed. But the 
subsets K, = {0, 7} and K, = {3, 4, 8, 9} of  perfect and imperfect consonances have been related to 
symmetries, see Fig. 35. 
0 
:J 4 <, 
7 6 
Fig. 35. Each subset, the perfect consonances Kp and the imperfect consonances K~ has inner symmetries. 
Both admit an inversion, K~ is even stable under a cycle of fourths. However, allof K doesn't admit any 
symmetry. Mizler [2] tried to make consonant the fourth in order to extend the symmetry of 
complementation Kp to all of K. 
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The "principle of octave completion" is valid for Ki, it tells that to an imperfect consonance, 
the complement, i.e.the completion to the octave, is also an imperfect consonance. This obviously 
refers to the symmetry C~ of complementarity (see Section 2). On the other hand, Kp is not stable 
under C1, because the fourth and the fifth should be in Cccorrespondence within K. It is 
remarkable that L. Chr. Mizler in his translation of Fux's Gradus remarks [2, p. 38] that the fourth 
should also be consonant, because it is part of the triad c, g, c'; and this is the octave completion 
of the fifth• However, even together with the fourth, no cycle of fourth would fix the consonances, 
although, from the "acoustical" point of view, i.e. from the simplicity of the ratio of frequencies, 
the fourth should be nearly as consonant as the fifth. The fact that in counterpoint this position 
is not accepted, shows clearly that the medieval way of thinking the intervals is far from a purely 
acoustical point of view. It really seems to reflect a structural need for compositional purposes. 
C. Rules of Counterpoint 
The first species of counterpoint essentially resides on one rule: don't move into a perfect 
consonance by direct motion, i.e. when both voices simultaneously ascend, or descend, respectively. 
In particular, "covered" (parallels of) fifths and octaves are forbidden. In the mathematical model, 
covered fifths are allowed without exception• 
However, if the cantus firmus moves + a major second or a major third, covered octaves (or 
primes) are forbidden (in the mathematical model), whereas parallel octaves are allowed. 
Furthermore, steps such that the material sits within a diminished seventh chord are forbidden, 
which is very reasonable from the musicological point of view (tritoni!). Further, even within 
chromatics, teps within the augmented triad are not allowed in the mathematical model, a positive 
property in the sense that tonality cannot be broken up in direction of Messiaen's first mode [49]. 
But the musicological comparison is not yet fully developed, and more work to understand the two 
transitions from the mathematical model in 7/t2 to music theory and vice versa has to be done. 
6. METHODS,  TEST  MATERIAL  AND ANALYS IS  OF  THE 
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL  INVEST IGAT IONS 
The present investigations are based upon a music test program presented to 13 patients at the 
University Hospital of Ziirich, from 1984 to 1987. Every patient has been confronted twice with 
a tape program of i h duration, and perceived through monophonic earphones. The patients were 
suffering from medically intractable complex partial seizures of suspected mediobasal temporal lobe 
origin and underwent presurgical evaluation with a view towards urgical epilepsy therapy. For 
an extensive EEG analysis, besides the scalp electrodes (their placement was according to the Hess 
system), intracerebral stereotaxic depth electrodes or foramen ovale electrodes have been implanted 
for precise localization of the primary epileptogenic area. 
Two patients had stereo EEG explorations by means of several multichannel lectrodes allowing 
for refined bipolar recording techniques ( ee Fig. 36). The other patients were examined by use of 
one- and four-contact foramen ovale electrodes placed epicortically at the mediobasal spects of 
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Fig. 36. Brain map of patient C.J-L, with location of depth electrodes. Bipolar derivations referred to in 
this article are: fight hippocampus (RCA = 2/1-3), left hippocampus (LCA = 8/1-3) and fight planum 
temporale close to Heschl's gyrus (RH = 6/5-6 and 6/8-9). The ten contacts of the multicontact probes 
are numberod from the inside out. Contact length and intercontact spacing .is 1.5 ram; the diameter of 
the hollow-core electrode is 0.7 mm. In addition a "foramen ovale electrode" (FO) was  inserted with its 
tip at the right uncus hippocampi. Since sintered AgAgCl was used for this epicortical electrode, DC 
recording was possible. (For details see Wieser et al. [50].) 
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Fig. 37. Left: X-ray (lateral view) showing the foramen ovale electrode within the ca nula together with 
the implanted epth probes. The contours of ventricular system and hippocampus are superimposed 
according to their positions in the previous neuroradiological examination. Numbers t-4 indicate the 
contact position of the multiple-contact electrode. Right: Computertomogram of a patient with a right 
FO electrode (arrows). As can be seen, the tip of the electrode is in the ambient cistern. 
the temporal lobes, close to the region of amygdala nd hippocampus ( ee Fig. 37). See also Table 2 
for more specifications. 
None of the patients considered the (voluntary) test as being disagreeable. 
It can be argued that epileptics probably are not comparable to normal humans with respect 
to their EEG profile. As a general observation, this is true, but these objections hould not be 
overestimated for several reasons. First, all music tests were performed in interictal periods, and, 
epileptiform potentials are rather easily distinguished from those generated by musical stimuli by 
the experienced epileptologist. Second, the precise localization of the epileptogenic area from 
electrophysiological, histological and postoperative data, allows for a good estimation of possible 
influences of the epileptic disorder. Third, we should stress that to date, except for depth recordings 
in medically intractable pileptics, no possibility exists to observe states of the brain with the dense 
time resolution ecessary for tests of musical structures. 
A. The Music Program 
The attempt to measure the performance of the brain during musical perception provides major 
methodological problems. Musical events are highly complex since, first, he sounds are situated 
in high-dimensional parameter spaces; second, the time density of the sound events is large; third 
it is not clear at all, what sort of information out of the totality of the perceived music is selected 
for further cognitive and/or emotional processing; last, many of the most elementary musicological 
concepts (like "interval", as we have seen) are not clearly defined--which makes even the discussion 
of  experimental results quite difficult. 
'Many of the existing tests related to music deal with extreme situations from the musicological 
point of view. On one hand, click-tests are purely acoustical experiments, ince the most elementary 
musical parameter of pitch is missing. On the other hand, some tests dealing with uninterrupted 
time windows of 16 s [32], and others, where some dozens of tones or even entire pieces of music 
are presented, cannot give a sufficiently detailed information about time density of musical syntaxis 
and semantic because many parameters, like rhythm, sound colour, harmony, melodic line, etc. are 
presented at once in complex pieces by Mozart and Tchaikovsky. These "realistic" tests probably 
are too complex since many partial effects to the brain will interfere and even possibly cancel each 
other. Therefore, we tried to stick to an extremely simple and clear (as we hope) semiology of 
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musical structures. To be precise, we have chosen the well-tempered tuning because the average 
European is best accustomed to this tuning and because we are testing a counterpoint theory which 
strongly resides on this tuning. In later investigations we shall extend the music test to just and 
more exotic tunings as well. 
It is known that musical signs (in the sense of  semiology) are easily loaded with connotational 
meaning. For  instance, listening to a violin timbre may evoke your memory to associate this sound 
with your hated grandmother,  who miserably played the violin, etc., i.e. some strong emotion may 
heavily disturb the musical structures you are hearing. Thus, we strictly avoided natural 
instruments and the LP-recordings of  well-known musical pieces and interprets. We also had to 
do so because the recordings within the limbic system, which is thought o represent the "emotional 
brain", could easily have provoked emotional artifacts. 
For this reasons, we made use of  the music computer, developed at the Department of  
Mathematics of  the University of  Zfirich, see Fig. 38 and Ref. [51]. 
Fig. 38. The music computer M(2, Z)Z2-o-scope of the University ofZiirich consists ofa monitor (top) 
to visualize tones as points by pitch and onset-time on the plane; (2) a periphery-unit (bottom) f r input 
of musical and mathematical data; (3) a sound generator Yamaha TX7 (behind periphery unit) together 
with a music sound computer Yamaha CX5M (below monitor); (4) a terminal (below CX5M) and a CPU 
(not visible). This machine was designed for analytical purposes of mathematical music theory. All affme 
transformations on the point sets of parametrized tones are possible (for details, see Ref. [51]). For 
scientific music tests, in particular for Gestalt-tests, this computer is indispensable to produce objectively 
reproducible musical events. 
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Our music computer allows a complete control of the parameters, in particular the modelling 
of the instrumental character, the performance ofall affine transformations onthe two-dimensional 
space of pitch and onset-time, a central task for contrapuntal research and Gestalt investigations 
related to music. 
With these prerequisites, we restricted ourselves to clear and simple problems concerning the 
structure of counterpoint, such as simultaneous and successive intervals, contextual tests, questions 
regarding the autocomplementarity function for the (K/D) dichotomy. We used the following 
instrumental colours, synthesized by a Yamaha TX7 digital sound generator through the 
algorithms for six operators (see Fig. 39): 
tes t |2 . s  12006 5#(H;[ 9 .9  4 24 30O.OHZ 104.40B s|nus.s 120[]8 ~<HZ 9.9 4 24 300.OHZ 104.608 
tes t t2 . t  2.62 V ~HZ 9.9 4 9728 760.00¢1S 390 
slnus.z 2.82 V ~<HZ 9.9 4 9728 760.0(XIS 390 
. . .a l l  A l lk~ ~ A lL  ~ , I l L  a ik  ~ ~" 
celtest .12s 120(]8 5KHZ 9.9  4 24 300.OHZ 103,5 TM pSano.s 12000 5KHZ 9.9 4 24 300.OHZ 98,10e 
cel test .12z 2.82 V 5KHZ 9.9 4 9728 ?60.00fls 390 pzeno.z 2.82 V 5KHZ 9.9 4 9728 760.00MS 390 
'T  T 11" T Y V ~r  
Fig. 39. Four timbres have been used in our investigation. Their spectra nd the wave shapes are shown. 
(1) TEST (left, top), (2) SINUS (right, top), (3) CELTESTL(Ieft, bottom), (4) PIANO (right, bottom). They 
were produced by the Yamaha CX5M and TX7 with the Yamaha-algorithms using six coupled sine-waves 
or generators. 
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1. TEST  
This is a neutral, rather clear voice, like an organ, but less natural in sound, the envelope being 
a smoothened rectangle [Fig. 39(I) for the spectrum]. 
2. S INUS 
The envelope of this nearly pure sine wave is that of TEST [Fig. 39(2) for the spectrum]. 
3. CELTEST 
This is the cello sound on the TX7 sound generator, without the vibrato, which would have been 
to complex for connotational reasons [Fig. 39(3) for the spectrum]. 
4. P IANO 
This is the piano sound of the sound generator, not a very Steinway-like one, to say the truth. 
The music program itself included several subtests of different orientations. Each candidate was 
confronted with totally about 700 sound events, their durations ranging from 0.1-3.0 s. As to the 
program for the first candidate, C.J-L. who was explored by stereo-EEG, we refer to Fig. 40. This 
first program was designed to make a general test of what could be of further interest, and we 
learned very much from this, as will be seen below. As a consequence, we could concentrate on a 
second program with more elaborate tests for some particularly important questions issued from 
the first test. In particular, parts 3 and 5, regarding isolated intervals were varied in sound colour 
and from the combinatorial point of view. As a consequence, we had to omit the repetitions (27 
and 31) of subtests 25 and 29, as well as the subtests 9, 13, 15, 17, 21 (see Fig. 40). In addition, we 
varied the sound colours of subtests 11 and 19. The new test lasted 3 min longer (17'08") than the 
first one, and this unfortunately is the maximal time for such a strenuous listening task to the 
patient. The patients were asked to close their eyes in order to avoid "noise" from visual inputs. 
We now discuss the important subtests. 
1. The RANDOM-sequence (see Partition 1) is played with TEST-sound and is a sequence 
of optimally distributed, successive consonances and dissonances. It is derived from a rare 
dodecaphonic series where not only all chromatic tones but also all intervals appear, and this is 
done in such a way, that consonant and dissonant intervals appear in strict alternation. This series 
is repeated three times to yield the RANDOM-sequence. This series is taken from the classification 
of Eimert [52], No. 421 in his list. 
This means that, with respect o pitch, frequency of appearance of intervals and distribution 
among consonances and dissonances, one is given an optimal distribution. The sequence has been 
played accelerando from the beginning to the end, from duration = 1.4 s/tone to 0.1 s/tone. The 
RANDOM-sequence was played three times during the program (1, 7, 23; see Fig. 40) and was 
designed to test whether and how the different recorded brain structures would react to the 
described strategy of interval distribution. Further, we hoped that the RANDOM-sequence would 
play a role of neutralizer between the more specialized subtests in case it would show an 
equilibrated response on the EEG recordings. We preferred this RANDOM-subtest o the often 
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Fig. 40. Sequences ofsubset presentation constituting the music interval test for the first patient C.J-L. 
Its entire duration is 14 min. The relative duration of the subsets is preserved in this figure. Black segments 
indicate pauses. Large numerals indicate th subsets, as described. Small numerals in subset tests 3 and 
5 refer to the musical intervals as determined by th  12 semi-tones in the interval-size continuum. Insubsets 
25 and 29, small numerals refer to the consonant (dissonant) interval which was confronted successively 
with every dissonant (consonant) interval. 
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Consonance: 3 4 7 9 0 8 
Dissonance: 2’ ‘6’ >O’ ” ‘5’ ‘I’ II 
Partition 1 
used white noise for statistical references, since white noise is an event outside the category of 
musical events where pitch is an elementary constituent which white noise doesn’t have. 
2. Isolated consonances and dissonances. These intervals were played as successive and as 
simultaneous pairs of tones, and corresponding to size, complementarity and using 
sound, see Partition 2. 
the TEST- 
TEST 
Partition 2 
Except for the first patient C.J-L., the different intervals were also played for the SINUS, 
CELTEST and PIANO sound, and in a different ordering corresponding to the RANDOM-series, 
see Partition 3. 
3. Consonances and dissonances in different contexts. To all patients, we presented a 
counterpoint note against note from Fux’s book. However we replaced one consonance by a 
unprepaired dissonance. In the upper row of Partition 4 we have the test for patient C.J-L. which 
was presented with the TEST-sound, in the lower row, we have the test for the other patients; the 
colours TEST and CELTEST were used. 
Then, every candidate was confronted with a sequence of dissonant intervals derived from the 
above examples of Fux by alterations. However, this time we kept only one interval to remain 
consonant. Again the first row shows the test for C.J-L., and the second the one for the other 
candidates, see Partition 5. The colours were the same as in the preceding subtest. 
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Partition 5 
TEST, CELTEST 
The first candidate could also hear the retrograde of  the two examples. Every interval had a 
duration of  0.6 s. The first candidate was also confronted with a prepared dissonance with the 
character of  a suspension ("Wechsel-4-6-Dissonanz" in German, see de la Motte [53, p. 48]: 
Partition 6). The TEST-sound was applied. 
~ TEST 
] . , .  J .~  J .  
t z i -  
Partition 6 
4. Test of  the autocomplementarity function. The idea to test this ymmetry is as follows: 
every consonant interval is confronted with every dissonant interval, and vice versa, see Partitions 
7 and 8. 
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In this situation, one looks at the EEG of every dissonance confronted with a fixed consonance 
x and compares these six EEG recordings with each other. One hopes that the value ~(x)  ffi 5x + 2 
will show a particular shape within the EEG. The idea may be compared to a criminalistic 
confrontation of a series of candidates for the crime, with a witness. Each interval has a duration 
of 0.5 s, the sound is TEST. 
B. The Analysis 
In principle, every sound event is analyzed by the same procedure based on the standard Fourier 
power spectrum [54]. But we equally checked the EEG outputs visually. 
A complete analysis has been accomplished for the first candidate, The EEG was recorded on 
PCM tape (476 samples/s), then demultiplexed and finally digitized (256 samples/s) in order to 
make the calculations on the CDC o f  ETH Zfirich, using programs for Fourier analysis from 
the Institute of C~ophysics, ETH Zfirich. The data of the 'othcT patients arc directly p roce~ in 
digital form. These data are actually involved in an automatic analysis program. An automatic 
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processing of a dozen tests has been unavoidable since every candidate was confronted twice 
with about 700 events recorded in 16 to 32 different EEG channels. Thus roughly ten million 
numerical data had to be analyzed. The complete analysis of the first candidate comprised a
processing of 10'260 numerical data from the spectral analysis, and referred to three bipolar 
channels: RCA (= Right Cornu Ammonis), LCA (= Left Cornu Ammonis) and RH (= Right 
Heschl), see Fig. 36. 
The quantitative analysis of EEG waves is a problem which is intimately related to the expected 
semantics. A priori, it is not known, what sort of numerical data should be extracted from the EEG 
to get a reasonable semantic for music perception, if such data can be found at all. To begin with, 
we looked at data extracted from the traditional frequency bands, and this choice was rather 
successful. As Giannitrapani rightly remarks [32], one should attack the semantical problem of the 
EEG from the topographical distribution of the activities within the different frequency bands. 
As we didn't observe relevant activities above 40 Hz, we limited the analysis to the four classical 
bands 6 = 0-4 Hz, 0 = 4-8 Hz, ~ = 8-14 Hz and/ /= 14-40 Hz. 
If E denotes an event (a tone, an interval of a determined duration), we deduce the power P(E), 
the 6-power Pr(E), the 0-power Po(E), the a-power P~(E) and the//-power Pp(E). From this the 
spectral participation vector 
S(E) = (P(E), P(E)/Pr(E), P(E)/Po(E), P(E)/P=(E), P(E)/P#(E) 
is derived. The coordinates Sr(E)= P(S)/Pr(E) etc. are called the participation coefficients. This 
formal terminology is inspired by the well-known fact that S= is vigilance-dependent and that S# 
seems to be coupled with "active intelligence" (Giannitrapani), i.e. S# decreases if the candidate 
intensely tries to find out the meaning of some proposed configuration. (Muscular artifacts seem 
to be excluded in this finding.) 
We should draw our attention to the remark of Giannitrapani [32] that for his music test 
(Tchaikovsky's Marche Miniature), the two segments of each 16 s with 40 s in between showed a 
low reliability (Spearman's r2), in particular for the//-band (see Fig. 41), such that a tone-by-tone 
analysis is preconized for (/3-) participation coefficients, or for the participation vector. 
To obtain a reasonable mean-value of participation, we introduced the sum 
v(E) = So(E) + S,(E) + S#(E), 
which is called the participation (value) Of E. We'omiRed S~ here, because it could easily be affected 
by noise. As every other numerical value, the participation is at most a plausible mathematical 
construction. Its semanti¢ qqalification only justifies the use of the concept. Intuitively, v(E) is 
something like the length of the vector (So, S,, S#), see also Fig. 42. 
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Fig. 42. The present data analysis is based on the standard Fourier power spectrum, from which the 
~-, 0-, ~- and fl-frequency bands are extracted to define a spectral participation vector, whose three 
coordinates (of five) So = total power/0-power, etc. are shown, as well as the "average" participation 
value. 
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:his chronospectrogram analysis, the successive time windows of I s define a sequence of 
four-dimensional vectors whose coordinates are the 5-, 0-, at- and E-powers. 
I f  one starts from the well-known chronospectral representation (Fig. 43), the spectral 
participation is essentially the vectorial representation of  the power distribution, with the 
inverse coordinates. Hence the participation vector and the vector of  the different partial 
powers are related by a transformation which is essentially the Cremona birational transformation 
known to algebraic geometers. This means that the chronospectral representation associated 
with a sequence El, E2 . . . . .  o f  events, is linked to the participational representation, as sequence 
of  three-dimensional vectors as shown in Fig. 44, by a classical Cremonese-like algebraic 
transformation. 
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Fig. 44. The sequence of events El, E2 . . . . .  yields a sequence of spectra and from there a sequence of 
spectral participation vectors, resp. participation values. The formalism of chronospectrograms and the 
formalism of spectral participation are related by an algebraic Cremona transformation and (hence) are 
essentially equivalent. 
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Note that it is not reasonable to analyze events whose duration is too short, since the power 
spectrum ay become too coarse. For example, extremely short musical events of 1/20 s duration 
yield only two values for P(E) and everything breaks down. This alludes to something like an 
uncertainty principle for EEG tests to perception of music. However, the minimal durations of the 
events which we analyzed, is 0.5 s, which seems to be at the limit of tolerance for the given frequency 
bands, in particular as to the narrow 6- and 0-bands. 
For candidate C.J-L., all participation vectors have been calculated, resulting in 10,260 numerical 
data, as mentioned above. 
7. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF EVOKED EEG RESPONSES 
To begin with, let us look at some xamples which s ow that musical stimuli may give rise to 
evoked potentials or, vice versa, suppression of EEG patterns with the onset of music. 
A first series of observations by visual examination isshown on Figs 45--47. They indicate marked 
"evoked potentials" at the beginning of the musical event, within the first half second (Figs 45 and 
46). However, in Fig. 47, the reaction to four units of six successive pairs of intervals (test of the 
autocomplementarity function) seems to show increasing latency (up to nearly 1 s), as the unit is 
presented the third and the fourth time. 
The next figures (Figs 48-50) illustrate three remarkable findings. The example in Fig. 48 relates 
to seemingly opposite reactions of the locally recorded EEG. In the upper example (a) slow 
focal activity is suppressed at the onset of the musical stimulus, a single tone, whereas the 
second example (b) refers tO the start of a slow focal activity of same frequency (3/2 Hz) at the 
onset of the musical Stimulus. Figure 49 shows a rather long periodicity (6 s) of the EEG, which 
seems to be driven by the 1/3 s periodicity, of the melodic sequence: This suggests that not only 
single evoked potentials at the beginning of a musical stimulus are reflected within EEG activities, 
but the reaction has to be considered along the entire unit of music, like an uninterrupted chain 
of tones as shown in Fig. 49. Figure 50 shows that even for somebody who, as it is the case here, 
is not interested in music, the reaction to a rather long musical sequence (7 s) may persist during 
the whole presentation. 
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Fig. 46. EEG (patient C.L.) before and during presentation of an isolated simultaneous musical interval 
(major second). The microphone signal, as written by the EEG machine, is at the top of the figure, the 
EEG channels 5, 6, 12-15 represent selected bipolar recordings as indicated. Note that channels 12 and 
13 record from thesymmetrically inserted ,foramen ovale" electrodes. In contrast to the right-sided EEG 
derivations, where no gross changes are Visible, the 'illustrated left EEG derivations how a marked 
"evoked potential", with the main negative component of about 180 ms left temporal. 
MUSIC 
p,rirp . . . . .  ~'~ 
~1 I 
I : 
Fig. 47. Patient C.L.: four EEG sections, each with three channels, are illustrated underneath t e other. 
They are selected with reference to the onset of the 12 segments (each segment represents ihe confrontation 
of one particular consonance with all dissonances or vice versa; segment duration 11 s) of the 
autocomplementarity ftmction test (see te~t). Topography of the EEG derivations i the same as in Fig. 46. 
Note the marked EEG changes, which predominate l ft, during the first 2 s following the start of the 
segment. They occur earlier at the onset of this particular subtest (upper part) and with an increasing delay 
as the subtest proceeds (lower part of the figure). As the EEG channel 7 derivates from left frontal scalp, 
the illustrated EEG reactions might represent a phenomenon similar to K-complexes. 
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4 - I  
Fig. 48. (a) Patient M.E.: bilateral, actually left predominant limbic temporal lobe epilepsy: bipolar EEG 
recording from the left parahippocampal gyrus (multicontact "foramen ovale" lectrodes) showing 
marked esynchronization of the slow focal rhythmic activity at theonset of the first tone of the successive 
fifth interval (TEST-sound). (b) In contrast to (a), in this patient (L.M. with suspected right temporal lobe 
epilepsy), slow high voltage rhythmic activity of about the same frequency as in (a) was recorded from 
the right uncus hippocampi as soon as the first tone of the minor sixth (PIANO-sound) was heard. 
11 
12 
l s  
t .... J 
Fig. 49. Patient M.M.: right bipolar "foramen ovale" electrode recording from parahippocampal gyrus 
during listening to RANDOM-sequence (see text). The frequency of the tone succession of 2.2/s seems 
to drive the underlying slow rhythmic EEG activity (during 6 s). The inserted zigzag should help to 
visualize this synchronization. 
BEFORE MUSIC  
MUSIC :  
COUNTERPOINT 
TEST  
I s  
I I 
Fig, 50. Patient H.H.: bipolar left frontal scalp EEG derivation before (above), during (middle) and after 
(below) the first COUNTERPOINT-subtest. In this patient with no musical interests and no gross visible 
scalp EEG changes to the music test, only during this particular subtest a certain bilateral frontal EEG 
reaction was seen. 
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Ilst SEGNENT 3d SEGHENT 2nd SEGNENT DISSONANCE I 4th SEGNENT ,I 
I c IV'  I c 
Fig. 51. A prepared fourth dissonance of suspension-like character ispresented (3d segment) to patient 
C.J-L. Three segments are taken for the analysis, the 3d is compared with its predecessor and successor. 
The segment lengths indicate the relative duration f the segments. The duration of the dissonant 3d 
segment is 1. I s. 
7 J._~J 
~" , 
I 115 
Fig. 52. Patient C.J-L.: At the first vertical bar, the consonance (of the tonic major triad) changed to a 
subdominant chord containing the dissonant fourth. (Above: EEG machine-deformed icrophone signal 
of music.) Coincident with this harmonic change, the EEG at right Heschl's gyrus (RH) shows a marked 
evoked potential. 
Some more interesting findings emerged for the first patient. The prepared issonance of the 
fourth (suspension) shows that dissonances are perceived within codified contexts. This test was 
performed twice. We measured four segments (Fig. 51) of which the third represents the dissonant 
part. This dissonance is clearly marked by an evoked potential as shown in Fig. 52. 
I f  the power is measured in all channels (RCA, RH, LCA), one notices that it yields a very strong 
maximum in every channel, from the second to the third and fourth segment, on the dissonant third 
segment (Fig. 53). 
Observe that the left hippocampus nearly doubles its power as the prepared issonance appears, 
the mean increase being 69% above the mean of the preceding and the succeeding consonance. The 
distinguished position of the left hippocampus for recognition of simultaneous intervals will be 
corroborated by the results of the next sections. 
The RANDOM-subtest for the first patient was presented five times. The total sequence of 13.5 s 
duration was cut into three equal pieces of each 4.5 s duration for our analysis. Since the 
RANDOM-sequence moves accelerando with the first patient, the first segment contains 4 tones, 
the second contains 10 and the last contains 23 tones. The data are visualized in Fig. 54. 
One recognizes that with the exception of P and Sa of RH, all values could be supposed to be 
constant within the standard eviation (indicated). Hence, the limbic EEG seems to be insensitive 
for accelerated motion, and the equal distribution of the tones, intervals and K-D representatives 
is reflected by the invariance of the participation vectors against the choice of 4, 10 or 23 tones 
out of the total sequence. 
CAMWA 17/4-8.--H 
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Fig. 53. The increase of spectral power during the prepared dissonance (3d segment) with respect to the 
preceding and succeeding consonances (major tonic triad) is shown. The scale is in units of the program 
of the Department of Geophysics, ETH, Zfirich. Observe the leading role of th left hippocampus. 
It is interesting to observe the decrease of  P and of  S~ in RH, the right auditory cortex. This 
means that the acceleration of  the motion is related to a strong increase of  (relative)//-power. If 
one considers the sensitivity of  the right hemisphere for Gestalt-qualities, the increase of  temporal 
density in the melodic ambit during the accelerando of  the RANDOM-subtest  probably demands 
an increased active intelligence within the auditory cortex in order to understand the melodic 
Gestalt, an interpretation which confirms Giannitrapani's hypothesis on the role of  the/ / -band.  
J 
O- 0 
RH 5 R ~  ~ I.~,~ 
3- ~ ~ 
1 ": ' : -  
27 
1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3. SEGMENT 
Po,,e," P s e p/(~ +P~) s., s a- 
Fig, 54. The RANDOM-sequence of 13.5 s was presented live times to C.J-L. Each sequence was split 
into three 4.5 s portions which were analyzed as shown. Observe the increase of relative p-power for the 
right Heschl, which is parallel to the increase of musical tempo of the RANDOM-sequence. The limbic 
recordings do not show any significant changings along the three segments. 
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Fig. 55. Synopsis of electrophysiologically traced EEG changes from different patients at various locations 
during the first COUNTERPOINT-subtest. Remember that this subtest consists of a defect counterpoint 
arrangement ote against note from Fux's Gradus ad Parnassum. Among the 12 consonant intervals, we 
changed the 10th into a dissonant major seventh (marked between vertical bars). Note that every patient 
is represented with a variable number of channels (according to the square brackets on the right). With 
the exception of patients M.E. and S.M., the identification of the EEG derivations follows the schema 
shown in Fig. 46. Patient M.E.'s EEG location is depicted in Fig. 48(a). Patient S.M. had stereotactically 
implanted epth electrodes, the shown EEG derivation (= 5/1-2) recorded from left anterior cingulate 
gyrus. Note (a) the uppermost channel, with the DC recorded EEG (right against left foramen ovale 
Ag/AgCl-electrode), which shows a right positivity (or left negativity) in anticipation of the dissonant 
interval (which the patient heard the third time); and (b) the muscle activity in the two lowermost channels. 
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8. DEFECT IVE  COUNTERPOINT 
This subtest of a concrete counterpoint note against note concerns a dissonance (major 
seventh) which we implanted in this classical contrapuntal motion. Most of our patients 
showed clear EEG changes at the appearance of the dissonance after nine well-composed 
consonances. Figure 55 shows 18 examples of EEG changes which were easily recognized by visual 
inspection. 
Contrary to this result, most of the patients did not show any particular change of EEG activity 
for the second part or this counterpoint subtest, i.e. when dissonances were presented with only 
one consonant exception. 
This suggests that to our patients, who are "normal Europeans" as to their musical preferences 
and habitudes, the consonant context really is not equivalent to the dissonant context, as far as 
the vigilance for a change of intervals into the complementary category of the (K/D) dichotomy 
is concerned. 
Only in two patients (C.L. and L.M. were about 20-years old, musically well-trained and very 
sensitive personalities) visible changes at the appearence of the consonant interval within the 
dissonant "counterpoint" have been observed, see Fig. 56. 
It is interesting to notice that most of these examples refer to left hemispheric EEG channels. 
This may be related to left hemispheric dominances in processing of music, as has been suggested 
by Giannitrapani (Fig. 57) and as it can be deduced from our results reported in the following 
sections. 
~ ,q~311 """ 
~ ' ~ 1  C.L. 
Fig. 56. EEG reactions of two patients (L.M., C.L.) to the second part of the COUNTERPOINT-subtest. 
This consists of a sequence of dissonances derived by alterations from the example of Fux, used in the 
first part of the COUNTERPOINT-subtest, except for the 10th consonance which is unaltered. In general, 
in the examined population, a reaction to the single consonance (marked between bars) was not detected. 
These two illustrated patieiits are the only exceptions and differ from the other patients by their high 
standard musical education, interests and activities. Patient L.M.: bipolar fight foramen ovale electrode 
recordings, for identification see Fig. 48(b). Patient C.L.: bipolar left temporal basal sealp electrodes 
(=5, 15) and left foramen ovale electrode recording (= 12, 13); for identification see Fig. 46. 
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Factor 3 
Music 
Factor 9 
Fig. 57. The result of a factor analysis of a music test (Tchaikovsky's Marche Miniature) by Giannitrapani 
[32] is shown. The square fields correspond to 17-2 Hz wide frequency bands (increasing from left/top to 
right/bottom) from 0 Hz to 34 Hz. The size of the dots indicates the loading of the factor. The analysis 
refers to 8 s scalp EEG during presentation of music. Observe th  left dominance in high frequencies for 
factor 9 (out of 10 factors). 
9. SPECTRAL  DATA FROM ISOLATED 
CONSONANCES AND DISSONANCES 
The subtest of isolated intervals has been analyzed by computer for the first candidate and 
furnished a series of remarkable r sults which confirm the theory of dichotomies in view of their 
importance for music perception. Every interval was presented four times with the TEST-sound; 
every time first lower tone, then upper tone, then both together, see Fig. 58. For every interval, 
we analyzed five time-windows of 1.5 s each, A, B, M~, M2, T. Here, A and B stands for the two 
isolated tones of the interval, Mt and M2 denotes the first and second half of the simultaneous 
interval, and T stands for a segment 0.5 s after the interval, within the tacet of 3 s between two 
intervals. 
For the successive intervals, the participation coefficients Se, S=, S B were calculated for A and 
B, in RCA, RH and LCA. From this, the quotients 
So(A )/So(B), &(A)/&(B), SAA )/SAB), 
were built in order to get the relative change of the participation coefficients from the first to the 
second tone of the interval. The graphical representation [Fig. 59(a)] shows the corresponding 
values. We see that the increase of the relative powers 1~So, 1/S=, 1/Sa is valid for all channels and 
all frequencies, the maximum being 73.5% for (RH,/~), see Fig. 59(b). The increase for the ~- and 
/~-bands (35% and 36%) clearly exceeds the increase for the 0-band (15%). Equally, RH (37%) 
and LCA (28%) exceed RCA (21%). 
Fig. 58. Patient C.J-L.: the analysis of isolated intervals (successive and simultaneous) wascarried out 
for five segments A, B, Ml, M2, T of each 1.5 s duration, as indicated. 
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Fig. 59. Patient C.J-L.: the successive intervals (segments A, B) were analyzed by comparison of the 
participations via So(A)/So(B), S,(A)/S~(B), Sp(A)/Sp(B). Figure 59(a) shows the participations for all 
bands, locations and intervals. Figure 59(b) shows the average quotients over all intervals, as functions 
of band and location. Figure 59(c) shows the average quotients for consonances divided by the average 
quotients for dissonances. The strong lateralization is recognized. 
If the values of the quotients So(A)/So(B) etc. for the consonances are compared to those for 
the dissonances, we observe a strong lateralization. The values for the ratio So(A)/So(B)[K]: 
So(A)/So (B)[D], etc. (K--average; D--average) are seen in Fig. 59(c). This K-D polarization value 
for successive intervals is pronounced within the right hemispheric channels RCA, RH, a fact that 
matches with the Gestalt perception of successive intervals instead of a harmonic perception of 
simultaneous intervals. 
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The three following segments Mr, M2, T have been tested relatively to the participation 
coefficients So, S~, Sa and to the participation v = So + S~ + Sp. However, we were not interested 
in the numerical values themselves, but in the ordering that is generated by So, S~, Sp and v 
among the 12 intervals. This was done in view of the central dichotomy (K/D) structure from 
music psychology, musicology and mathematical music theory. Consonances and dissonances 
had to be tested for their antipodal, polar behaviour within the EEG data. Hence the intervals 
were given twelve ranks 6, 5, 4, ,3, 2, 1, - 1, -2 ,  -3 ,  -4 ,  -5 ,  -6  according to their position 
in the ordering defined by the participation data, for example: RCA, fl, fourth presentation 
of M2: 
s: 15.45> 14.99 > 9.46> 9.34> 8.28> 7.67> 7.5> 7.45> 7.0> 5.14> 4.34> 3.39 
Interval: 4 10 7 0 8 2 9 11 5 3 6 1 
Rank: 6 5 4 3 2 1 -1 -2  -3 -4  -5 -6  
The ranks are normed such that their sum is zero. For each of their four presentations, and for 
every datum So, S~, S~, RCA, RH, LCA, the consonant rank r(K) = Ex~inx r(xi) was calculated, and 
average for the four presentations was built for every segment M~, M2, T. This gives three 4 x 3 
matrices 
RCA RH LCA RCA RH LCA RCA RH LCA 
I 
-2 .5  3 -3 .5  
1.5 6.25 -7.75 
8.25 -1.75 -7  
~. 4.25 -0 .25 -9 .5  
M1 
I 2 6.75 2.75 
0.5 0.75 2.25 
1.75 2.75 4 
-1.25 4 4.75 
M2 
I 
-3 .25 0.25 -3.25q 
-2 .5  3 -2 .5  / 
J 1.25 -6  3.5 -1 .25 -1  -1 .25 
T 
which is graphically shown in Fig. 60(a). 
There is a clear difference between the segment T without music and the two segments with music. 
For the average, the participation value v, all channels how a very weak polarization. Both K and 
D are equally distributed among the 12 ranks. This in contrast o the segments MI and M 2 which 
show pregnant polarization between K and D. If one compares the absolute value r(K) of the 
consonant rank sum with the maximal possible value of r(K) = 21 = 1 + 2 +. . .  + 6, the percentage 
of polarization, 100%. r(K)/21 is seen in Fig. 60(b). 
Further, the distribution of the consonant ranks in segment T is very symmetric, in contrast o 
the situation for MI and M2, i.e. the tacet does not show any lateralization i contrast to the activity 
during the interval perception. Like in previous findings for simultaneous intervals, polarization 
is strongest for the left hippocampus LCA, which seems to be dominant for dichotomic separation 
of consonances vs dissonances. 
Several observations of rank-distributions have occasioned us to give a closer look at the upper 
six and lower six intervals within the ranking. The example on Fig. 61 shows the segment M2 for 
LCA. We recognize a maximal polarization. Every dissonance is higher ranked than every 
consonance, we have an average vn = 35.6 for D vs an average vx = 21.6, i.e. vo/vK = 1.68. But this 
small miracle increased when we tested the RCA of the same segment: the dichotomy from the 
positive and the negative ranks was 
(9,0, 1, 11, 3, 2/10, 6, 7, 8, 5,4), 
whose class is the antipodal major dichotomy No. 64 (see Section 2). In fact, 
e3"5(9, 0, 1, l l ,  3, 2/10, 6, 7, 8, 5,4) = (0, 1, 3,6, 8, 10/2,4, 5, 7,9, l l). 
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Therefore we were interested in the appearance of strong dichotomies defined by the upper and 
lower halves, i.e. positive and negative ranks. The calculus of the dichotomy classes for the three 
segments M~, M2, T, the three channels RCA, RH, LCA and the four runs of the test shows the 
following distribution, see Table 3. 
Here, the underlined numbers refer to strong dichotomies. In order to interpret his result, 
observe that we have the following probabilities: 
(1) the probability to hit a representative of a strong dichotomy is 31.2%; 
(2) the probability to hit a particular strong dichotomy is 5.2%; 
(3) the probability to hit a particular couple of different strong dichotomies i
1.53%. 
This implies that, within M~, the strong classes appear 40.35% above probability; within ME, 
they appear 6.8% above probability and within T, they appear 46.6% below probability. 
Polarization in the sense of strong dichotomies seems to be significantly above probability for M~ 
and M2, whereas, when intervals are no longer perceived, the appearance of strong dichotomies 
in T is significantly below pure probability. 
Furthermore, the appearance ofNo. 82 in Mi, M2, T is 60.2%, 220%, 60.2% above probability, 
whereas the appearance of No. 64 in M~, M2 is 380.8%, 220% above probability, and No. 64 
doesn't appear in T. 
Finally, the couple {64, 82} appears with 16.35-fold probability in Ml, with 32.7-fold probability 
in ME and it does not appear in T. The couple {64, 75} also appears twice in M1, but No. 75 doesn't 
appear anywhere lse. 
This means that the antipodal couple {64, 82} appears extremely often during the music segments 
M,, M2 and disappears in segment T (tacet). 
In order to really understand what this could mean and whether these results tatistically persist, 
more investigations are needed. 
M 1 
M 2 
RCA 
RH 
LCA 
RCA 
RH 
LCA 
RCA 
RH 
LCA 
Table 3 
ist 2nd 3d 4th RUN 
7.5 69 6._88 
67 72 71 
77•• 
67 72 
72 73 
73 69 
85 69 70 70 
65 76 72 
68 65 83 77 
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Fig. 60. (a) The polarization matrices for the segments M l, M 2, T are visualized. The indicated values 
correspond to the consonance ranks (= sum of the ranks of the consonances) in the respective cases (see 
text), which measures the degree of separation between consonances and dissonances by the linear ordering 
defined through the participation coefficients. (b) This graphic indicates the percentage of polarization 
relative to the maximal (= 100%) polarization. 
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Fig. 61. Patient C.J-L., segment M:, LCA, first presentation of this subtest. Here maximal polarization 
is achieved. The participation value of every consonance is lower than the participation value of every 
dissonance. 
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10. TEST ING THE SYMMETRY OF AUTOCOMPLEMENTARITY  
ON THE INTERVAL SET 
The autocomplementarity function ,,T(x) = 5x + 2 for the (K/D) dichotomy is a fundamental 
symmetry for the mathematical model of counterpoint, as we have seen in Section 4. Therefore, 
the question, whether this function may be correlated to EEG data is important for discussion of 
perception and neuronal processing of consonances and dissonances. 
We have tested all transitions from a fixed consonance x to the six dissonances (and vice versa), 
each test being played four times. From this we calculated the frequencies of hitting the correct 
value .,~(x) and compared them with the corresponding probabilities. For example, consider the 
transition 1 ~ ?: 
: '5 
Partition 9 
Then, choose a frequency band, a channel, a test number, for example, RCA, fourth run, and 
rank the six consonant intervals uch that their participation So decreases, the ranks going from 
1 to 6: 
Consonance: 3 0 8 7 4 9 
S: 6.34 6.26 5.11 2.99 2.64 2.53 
Rank: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
From these relative positions of the six target intervals, we choose the lowest participation, i.e. 
the highest relative power, here within the 0-band. We shall consider the ranks 5 and 6 and we 
allow an "uncertainty" of the brain regarding the octave, within which the tones of the interval 
are perceived. To be precise, together with y in D, 12 -y  too, if it sits in D, will be looked at, and 
the same for consonances. For example, 2 and 10 are dissonances, whereas 5 is dissonant, but 7 
is consonant. 
If we have chosen an interval x, the number I = 1, 2, 3, 4 of the test, the frequency band 
(0, ~, fl) and the channel (RCA, RH, LCA), we write 1 if,~(x) or 12 - ,4 (x )  appears among ranks 
5 or 6, and we write 0 in the other cases. This defines a 3 x 3 matrix M(x, i) with coefficients 0 
or 1, e.g. 
0 ~ /~ 
M(1, 4) = RH 0 . 
LCA 1 
Hence, each x =0,  1,2 . . . . .  11 produces a sequence of four matrices M(x, 1),M(x, 2), 
M(x, 3), M(x, 4). Then, the average M(x) = 1/4. (Y.~ffi i M(x, i)) is calculated, e.g. 
•0.25 0.25 0 \ 
U(l)={o 0.5 0.!5.) 
\0.75 0.25 0.25] 
These coefficients are the average direct hits. They have to be compared with the probability 
matrices for the desired ranks and intervals modulo complements. Let x be a fixed consonance. 
First case. If y = .~(x), we have y = 6, or else 12 - y is not in D. The probability to hit ranks 
5 o r6 is  1/3. 
Second case. With y =A(x) ,  12 -y  too is in D, and y #6.  Up to arrangement, he pair 
(y, 12 -y )  can be distributed in 15 ways among the six ranks. Up to arrangement, one and the 
same pair can be distributed in six ways among the ranks 1-4. Hence the probability to find y or 
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12-y  among the ranks 5 or 6 is (15-  6)/15 = 3/5. Hence the average matrix M(x) has to be 
compared to 
[1/3 1/3 1/3\ 
M l=/1 /3  1/3 1/3J, 
\1/3 1/3 1/3] 
/3/5 3/5 3/5\ 
M2=/3/5 3/5 3/5~ 
\3/5 3/5 3/5] 
in the first case, and to, 
in the second case. 
Figure 62 shows the frequencies of direct hits for A : K --* D and for A: D ~ K, averages taken 
over all consonances, resp. all dissonances. The meaning of the graphics is, that the probability 
level is drawn as horizontal plane (100%), and the xcess appears as a darkened relief. 
The result gives a refined image on the topographical and spectral frequency of direct hits for 
the autocomplementarity function. It is recognized that the frequency to hit in the direction K --* D 
is somewhat higher than for the reverse direction D --* K. Probably this is due to the fundamental 
role of K as basis of the interval theories, for instance for the second species of counterpoint, 
dissonances are only allowed on the non accentuated arsis time. The average frequency for both 
directions K ~ D is: 
0 ~ /~ 
RCA 107.45 109.4 103.35 
RH 106.0  92.48 138.5 
LCA 87.88 113.35 112.45 
This means that the RH for the t-band shows a very good hitting frequency, 38.5% above 
probability. This again confirms the hypothesis of Giannitrapani [32], that active intelligence could 
be related to high t-power, and with the theory of Gestalt-processing within e right hemisphere. 
The t-bands for the three channels have an average of 15.1% above probability, they are higher 
qualified than the 0- and the ~-bands. 
Also RH has an average of 14.17% above probability, thus being better qualified than the limbic 
RCA and LCA for this task. Apparently, the space-time processing within this counterpoint 
context is done by the right auditory cortex and for the t-band. 
RCA 
lOO~ 
RCA 
0 
Fig. 62. Test of the autocomplementarity function (or syro.~etry) for patient C.J-L. Left graphic: direct 
hit frequencies from K to D, average over all consonances. Right graphic: direct hit frequencies from D 
to K, average over all dissonances. The level 100% indicates the a priori probability to hit the correct 
functional value ~(x) for an interval x. Observe the significant result for RH and the t-band. 
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Finally, it should be remarked that the six dissonances that appear as target intervals for 
.4-values, show an average rank distribution over all frequency bands, which is very close to the 
mean rank 3.5; RCA:3.493, RH:3.493, LCA:3.500. The same situation is true for the singular 
frequency bands. This means that the hitting frequencies are not due to the unequilibrated 
appearance of some particular target intervals. 
1 1. D ISCUSSION 
Undoubtedly, listening to music has much to do with emotion. And it is not less sure that the 
elementary, but fundamental dichotomy of consonances and dissonances is an extremely important 
factor for the evocation or suppression of emotional response to music. It is known that 
the musicologist Kirnberger [55] has attributed, a single quality to every interval: major 
second = anxious or very sad, major seventh = tender, etc. On the other hand, since the work of 
Papez [3] and MacLean [4, 5], the limbic system with the hippocampal formation has been 
interpreted as the "emotional brain", and more recent experiments of Aggleton and Mishkin [56] 
with monkeys clearly show that the amygdala (which has strong connections to the hypothalamic 
nuclei) is one of the most interesting relays in this respect. 
The results of mathematical music theory made it possible to give precise accounts to the classical 
postulates concerning the dichotomic character of consonances v  dissonances, and to make them 
accessible to quantitative analysis. Our findings concerning the quantitative correlations between 
EEG and (K/D) suggest he following. 
1. The elementary structure of the counterpoint, the (K/D) dichotomy, isprocessed within the 
limbic system, predominantly within the left hemisphere, as fas as simultaneous intervals are 
concerned (harmonic processing). 
2. The correlation in terms of the participation vectors derived from spectral density 
coefficients are semantically valuable for perception of music. 
3. The right hemisphere dominates the processual efficiency as soon as patterns within 
space-time have to be analyzed. 
4. Simultaneous intervals are processed with a dominance of the left limbic system, whereas 
successive intervals and related structures of counterpoint (autocompiementarity function) are 
dominantly processed within the right neocortical Heschl's gyri, as soon as the (K/D) dichotomy 
is concerned. 
5. The strong dichotomies may be related to understanding of musical intervals, The general 
situation, however, is not clear at present. The very frequent appearance of the antipodal couple of 
the major dichotomy (No. 64) and the (K/D) dichotomy (No. 82) are reasonable from the 
musicological point of view. 
6. The elementary autocomplementarity symmetry between consonances and dissonances, an 
interesting structure for counterpoint, is significantly "recognized" within the fl-EEG of auditory 
cortex. (Of course, this symmetry is much simpler to handle than the differential quotients within 
the template fitting model of Goldstein for example, it is by no means an impossible task for the 
"unconscious calculations of the soul" in the sense of Leibniz.) 
From these findings it follows that the limbic system may have good chances to make 
topographically precise the connection between emotions and music (i.e. consonances and disso- 
nances). 
Certainly, one should avoid interpreting the correlation between the EEG of the limbic system 
and musical structures too tightly. It is not clear from the theory of the EEG, how far EEG 
recordings may directly reflect neuronal activities of circumscribed areas of the limbic system. To 
solve this problem, it would be necessary to make precise modellings and experiments on the 
electrical activities of the hippocampal formations. In particular, since the electric field of the 
amygdala isa closed one, in contrast to the field of the hippocampus, conclusions from epicortically 
recorded EEG are rather difficult, as far as the amygdala is concerned. 
Finally, the semantic potential of musical structures with respect to emotions should be 
investigated with care. Indeed, if perception of music is correlated to the (EEG of the) limbic 
system, this does not automatically imply that emotions are directly produced by musical stimuli. 
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Very probably, the hypothesis of Winson and Abzug [57], concerning the gating of information 
within the hippocampus, is applicable in the sense that music should not produce emotions, but 
only allow a neuronal gate to the emotional memory to be opened in order to become ffective 
by its own. 
However our findings are only the very beginning of a detailed investigation of the electro- 
physiology of perception of music. We hope that we shall know more about this subject after an 
extensive analysis of the presently accumulated material. 
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